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DaVinci Resolve 12.5 introduces ResolveFX, an amazing collection of 
high performance plug-ins such as blurs, light rays, mosaics, and more! 
You also get more transitions, enhanced titles, keyframe animation and 
speed ramp e�ects, along with Fusion Connect, which lets you send 
shots to Fusion for visual e�ects!

DaVinci Resolve 12.5 Studio
When you need to work at resolutions higher than Ultra HD, like DCI 4K 
or even on stereoscopic 3D projects, then upgrade to DaVinci Resolve 
12.5 Studio. You get multi-user editing and color correction, network 
rendering, 3D, advanced temporal and spatial noise reduction, optical 
quality blur e�ects, additional ResolveFX and much more!
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editors and colorists a faster and more refined editing and grading 
experience! You get professional editing with advanced color correction, 
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and deliver projects from start to finish, all in one single software tool! 

Faster Editing
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gives you new HDR grading, faster node editing, new Resolve FX and 
more! You get color that goes far beyond any other editing system and 
you can switch between editing and grading with a single click!
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FROM THE EDITOR

Greetings from Melbourne,

I am writing this from the 65th Melbourne International Film Festival 
(MIFF), currently 65 films into my 71 film schedule. This quarter our 
team has put together another great issue of the magazine for you, 
full of stories from all over the world... and beyond!

Stephen Windon ACS ASC takes us behind the camera on the big-
budget sci-fi epic Star Trek Beyond, Peter Holland ACS chats to us 
about filming his new series StartUp in Puerto Rico, and we take you 
an adventure to Manila with DOP Michael Steel on the film Beast.

Back home in Australia we sit down with 2010’s Australian 
Cinematographer of the Year Andrew Commis ACS on his latest 
picture, the dazzling Girl Asleep. Stefan Duscio takes us for a dip and 
an in-depth look at the ABC television series he recently filmed called 
Barracuda, and Hugh Turral opens up about the challenges of his new 
sci-fi show for Channel Nine, Restoration.

Along with all of that we report on an array of great stories in ACS 
Brief including a documentary being filmed in Hiroshima, Japan, 
a cinema commercial for IMAX, an important restoration of a 
classic Australian film, and much more. We also bring you a look at 
outstanding content from Australian DOPs being showcased at MIFF 
this year in our Australian Shorts and Film Reviews sections.

Lastly, while I’ve been in Melbourne, I had the opportunity to 
attend the Martin Scorsese Exhibition at the Australian Centre for 
the Moving Image (ACMI). Do yourself a favour and go if you can. 
Amongst the many cool things you would expect, there is a selection 
of fascinating correspondence on display between Scorsese and 
his contemporaries on the problem of the fading colour of their film 
negatives; including Steven Spielberg, Sidney Lumet, Terrence Malick, 
Akira Kurosawa and even Liza Minnelli.

Enough from me, I look forward to you enjoying Issue #71  
of Australian Cinematographer Magazine.

James Cunningham 

Editor,  

Australian Cinematographer Magazine

In Issue #68 of AC Magazine, with Laszlo Baranyai ACS HSC on the 
cover, I spoke about how our industry colleagues can experience 
many emotional highs and an equal number of lows. Those lows can 
prove to be deadly if warning signs are not recognised.

A definitive 77-page “Well Being Report”, provided by the MEAA and 
conducted in collaboration with Entertainment Assist along with a 
team of researchers from Victoria University, has provided revealing 
statistics relating to mental health and other important areas within our 
industry. I urge you to read the report on the ACS website, however I 
would like to highlight some of the findings that I am certain will be of 
interest.

Low incomes were reported across all sectors, with 72.5% of 
respondents earning less than $60,000.00 annually. Irregular 
work patterns, such as working evenings, nights, weekends and 
unpredictable hours were also reported.

37.5% of our industry colleagues and team mates responded ‘yes’ 
to the question, “Have you received a diagnosis of a mental health 
disorder in your lifetime?” The most common mental health diagnosis 
reported across the three groups is depression, followed by anxiety.

Within the arts and entertainment industry, there is a growing concern 
and set of investigations into anxiety, especially performance anxiety, 
where the context of work behaviour becomes so negative that 
people are no longer able to function either at the optimal level, or 
sometimes at all.

As the researchers reviewed different findings, the pictures of pride 
and passion, creative expression, delight, the positives of identity, 
entertaining, and opportunity to impact on an audience, are tainted 
by the cost to the employees as individuals. It is demonstrative of 
an industry that is not yet providing its members with a positive, 
supportive, and nurturing work environment.

As I said, please go to the ACS website to read the research and 
understand there are many of our friends and colleagues battling on 
a daily basis. They still manage to smile and laugh their way through 
what could eventually become tragic consequences.

The ACS feels very strongly about anything that could seriously affect 
the welfare of any of our members and all crew members working 
honestly and diligently for a day’s pay to provide for their families.

Until next time.

Ron Johanson OAM ACS 

National President, 

Australian Cinematographers Society

FROM THE PRESIDENT



REACHING THE SUMMIT
Ron Johanson OAM ACS, David Burr ACS and Rob Draper ACS recently represented Australia at  

the International Cinematography Summit (ICS 2016) in Los Angeles – by Debra Kaufman

8 / ACS BRIEF

For this unique four-day event, the 
American Society of Cinematographers 
invited peers from around the world 
to meet in Los Angeles, where 
they discussed professional and 
technological issues that help define 
how cinematographers can maintain 
the quality and artistic integrity of the 
images they create. The first discussion 
item for the ICS 2016 was the ‘Future of 
Cinematography’, in the context of the 
democratisation of technology. 

Richard Andry AFC, David Mullen ASC 
and Ron Johanson ACS started the 
discussion that quickly opened up to 
the entire group. Andry noted that, in 
the past, he has expressed a great deal 
of pessimism about the topic. “Having 
had bad experiences, I wrote that we, 
as cinematographers, were going to 
disappear,” he admitted. Mullen agreed 
that cinematographers are facing “A 
tremendous amount of change.”

Roberto Schaefer AIC ASC noted that 
because cameras are capturing in 
4K and 8K, the editors – sometimes 
with the blessing of the director – are 
frequently reframing shots and creating 
singles from two-shots. “They’re also 
recolouring in the Avid before the 
Director even gets there,” Schaefer 
described. “Then the Director believes 

it’s the image we created. When you 
get in the DI, he’s surprised when we 
say, ‘It’s not our image’.”

Another Cinematographer noted that 
“Editors shouldn’t be making aesthetic 
decisions about composition unless it’s 
to solve a storytelling problem. If they 
re-compose the image or colour, they 
are crossing the line into our area.” 
Part of the solution is education. “We 
should be teaching why the camera 
in a certain position is the best one,” 
added another attendee.

One common denominator is creative 
collaboration. Curtis Clark ASC said 
that, “People working together have 
mutual respect and understand each 
other’s role.” He continued, “We 
have to integrate collaboration into 
these new workflows that are so much 
more open. Everyone has to be on 
the same page, and that starts in pre-
production.”

Tony Richmond BSC added that, 
because lenses fit digital cameras, 
the “Fountain of knowledge in 
terms of what lenses to use” is the 
Cinematographer’s “Ace card” at the 
moment. “That’s one way to get the 
respect back,” he said.

“Being young, it’s a very different 
experience,” noted Fernando Vilanova 
SVSC, “We’re still more concerned 
about using the proper tools and we 
need to find a way to use it in our 
favour. The biggest problem for us 
is that producers want an immense 
library to choose from, so we’re 
generating too much content.”

He wasn’t alone in bemoaning the 
struggle to keep artistic standards high. 
Zhao Xiaoding CSC noted, “We have 
less time in pre-production, due to new 
technology. In post-production, the 
directors that can change the image 
without any consideration of the entire 
picture. Artistically, that’s a disaster.”

Technology presents another danger, 
said Ron Johanson OAM ACS, “We 
have to be careful not to become 
technocrats. At the end of the 
day, we’re artists. The way to get 
back control is to understand the 
technology and be well-versed in it, 
but to convey to the people on the set 
that what we do is art. We’re not just 
pushing buttons to record an image.”

Debra Kaufman is a former writer  
at American Cinematographer.

Ron Johanson OAM ACS speaks to the ICS 2016 assembly at the ASC Clubhouse in LA - PHOTO James Neihouse ASC



Introducing URSA Mini, a handheld Super 35 digital fi lm camera with an 
incredible 4.6K image sensor and a massive 15 stops of dynamic range! 
The super compact and lightweight design is perfectly balanced, 
making it comfortable enough for all day shooting. URSA Mini lets you 
shoot at up to 60fps, features a 5” foldout viewfi nder, dual RAW and 
ProRes recorders, and more!

Incredible 4.6K Sensor
URSA Mini can capture images at a resolution and dynamic range that 
goes well beyond that of traditional motion picture fi lm so you can shoot 
your own epic, cinematic masterpiece! You can capture images up to 
4608 x 2592, which is larger than 4K DCI, with 15 stops of dynamic range 
so you get incredibly clean pictures with amazing detail in everything 
from the darkest shadows to the brightest highlights! URSA Mini can 
record 4.6K at up to 60fps, or 1080 HD at up to 120fps.

Lightweight and Portable
URSA Mini’s perfectly balanced body is made out of space aged 
magnesium alloys so it’s rugged, yet lightweight and comfortable 
enough to be used all day. You get a super bright 5” fold out touch 
screen for on-set monitoring, that can also display overlays for timecode, 
histograms, audio meters, focus peaking and more! URSA Mini features 
full size, professional connectors, even 12G-SDI, so you don’t need 
custom cables, plus high quality stereo microphones and a side grip 
mounted on a standard rosette.

Completely Customizable
Blackmagic URSA Mini is completely customizable so you can create a 
rig that’s built specifi cally for your production! Add accessories like the 
Blackmagic URSA Viewfi nder and Blackmagic URSA Mini Shoulder Kit, 
or choose from hundreds of third party accessories. URSA Mini has 9 
standard ¼” threaded mounting points on the top and bottom of the 
camera so you can mount it directly to a tripod as well as add accessories 
such as rails, matte boxes and more.

Non-Stop Recording
You never have to stop recording because URSA Mini features two CFast 
2.0 recorders! When one card is full, recording automatically continues 
onto the next. URSA Mini uses the latest, incredibly fast CFast 2.0 
technology for recording speeds up to 350 MB/s. Wide dynamic range 
images are saved as 12-bit RAW fi les, which are perfect for high end 
grading and e� ects work, or as broadcast quality ProRes, for easy post 
production workfl ows with minimum storage requirements!

www.blackmagicdesign.com/au

Introducing Blackmagic URSA Mini, the lightweight Super 35
4.6K digital fi lm camera with 15 stops of dynamic range!

Electronic Viewfi nder, lens and accessories sold separately.

Blackmagic URSA Mini 4K EF  $4,649
Blackmagic URSA Mini 4K PL  $5,419
Blackmagic URSA Mini 4.6K EF $7,729
Blackmagic URSA Mini 4.6K PL $8,499
Blackmagic URSA Mini Shoulder Kit $615
Blackmagic URSA Viewfi nder $2,339

All models include DaVinci Resolve 12 Studio 
for editing and color correction.
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DON’T MENTION THE WAR
Nicholas Sherman ACS (Sumerki) travels to Hiroshima, Japan, to film the  

upcoming documentary Totem and Ore – by James Cunningham

Totem and Ore is based on an A4 

coffee table book written by B Wongar. 

Released in 2006, it features a number 

of photographs which show the effects 

of the British nuclear testing on the 

aboriginal people of Australia during the 

1950s and 1960s.

The documentary from Director John 

Mandelberg details those controversial 

nuclear tests on Aboriginal lands. 

The first part of the film takes place 

in Hiroshima with Australian actress 

and singer Ursula Vovich sharing her 

thoughts and feelings about the past 

and present regarding the greatest 

danger to the world and particularly its 

impact on the Aboriginal people. 

British Nuclear tests occurred between 

1956 and 1963 at the Maralinga site, 

part of the Woomera Prohibited Area 

in South Australia and about 800 

kilometres north-west of Adelaide. 

A total of seven nuclear tests were 

performed. Two major test series 

were conducted at the Maralinga site; 

Operation Buffalo and Operation Antler.

Sherman filmed numerous interviews 

with living survivors of the nuclear 

bombing in 1945 in Hiroshima. “Their 

stories are incredible and will be 

included in the film,” says Sherman.

“ Their stories are 
incredible and will be 
included in the film. ”

The second part of the film was shot 

in the actual locations of the nuclear 

tests in central Australia. The production 

hoped to use the URSA Mini 4.6K, one 

of the newest camera from Blackmagic 

Design, but it was not available for the 

shoot in Hiroshima. It was, however, 

utilised for the Australian segment of the 

film. For filming in Japan, Sherman used 

Sony PXW-FS5 and PXW FS7 cameras.

Sherman has shot more than fifty 
films of different genres in Australia 
and abroad; features, documentaries, 
commercials and corporates. His 
work has been recognised at multiple 
international and Australian film festivals 
and competitions. His short film Sumerki 
won an Award of Distinction at the ACS 
Awards in 2006.

The style of Totem and Ore, as 
Mandelberg intends, is to resemble the 
French New Wave film Hiroshima Mon 
Amour (1959) by Alain Resnais. Totem 
and Ore uses black and white images 
along with stylised-colour images to 
give the film an unusual and powerful 
look.

Principal photography has been 
completed and Totem and Ore is 
currently in post-production.

Nicholas Sherman ACS was born in the  

USSR and graduated with a Masters Degree in 

Cinematography from the All Union State Film 

Institute (VGIK) in Moscow.

Nicholas Sherman ACS on location in Hiroshima, Japan - PHOTO Paige Larianova
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The Bower Girl is a feature script written 
by Sunny Grace while studying at 
NIDA. Grace and Wardell have worked 
together over the years on a variety 
of projects from short films to fashion 
campaigns, “I love working with Grace 
as she has a thorough understanding 
of the filmmaking process as well as 
the ability to trust in and inspire her 
collaborators.” Wardell was thrilled 
to be involved in Grace’s most recent 
creative venture.

The film is a coming-of-age story set in 
the 1970s about a teenage girl growing 
up amongst a bunch of mad hippies. 
While at NIDA, at the end of the year 
during her Masters of Fine Arts in 
Performance Writing, Grace was asked 
to present a thirty-minute excerpt from 
the work to key industry players. Wardell 
filmed the teaser on a beautiful backlit 
afternoon in Centennial Park in Sydney, 
and also edited and treated the film to 
give it a desired seventies quality.

For Grace, this project was a first taste 
of directing her own work whereas in 

SETTING THE MOOD
Award-winning Cinematographer Velinda Wardell ACS films a ‘mood teaser’ for the  

upcoming feature film The Bower Girl, currently in development – by Vanessa Abbott

the past her role has been as Producer. 
“It meant a great deal to me that the 
project was high quality and evocative 
especially as it was going to be seen 
by many influential people in the 
industry,” says Grace.

The aesthetic the filming duo were 
aiming for was 1970s nostalgia but 
with a truth to it. The script includes 
fantasy dream-like qualities. One scene 
depicts the main character, twelve-year-
old Gypsy (Dannyelle Danic-Krsnik), in 
her special tree with which she has a 
special relationship. It is her magic tree. 
In addition to this, the story is based on 
my Grace’s experience so the Director 
wanted it to convey a sense of how she 
remembered being that little girl. 

“On location there was a sense of 
nostalgia and a heavy sense of memory 
as we were using some very precious 
and personal props. I also wanted to 
pay tribute to my memories of home 
movies shot on film, hand held and 
textured,” says Wardell. 

Shooting digitally meant part of this 
process had to be delegated to post. 
Working quickly with late afternoon 
light they still left room to be inspired 
by the space and pick off shots. Danic-
Krsnik was young and quite nervous so 
Wardell needed to shoot quickly and 
be sensitive to her needs and feelings 
during the process.

Wardell was mindful of Grace’s 
inexperience in the role of Director and 
also of any vulnerability she may have 
felt working with her own words. “This 
project was a delight for me to direct 
with Wardell alongside me,” says 
Grace, and the Director was confident 
that they shared the same vision. Not 
only did she help realise the vision but 
she instilled in Grace a confidence in her 
own ability and the project as a whole. 

Velinda Wardell ACS is an award-winning 

Cinematographer that has a breadth 

of experience including feature films, 

documentaries, music videos  

and commercial work.

A scene from ‘The Bower Girl’ - DOP Velinda Wardell ACS
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X-Men: Apocalypse, the latest entrant 
in Twentieth Century Fox’s popular 
superhero franchise, features more 
time-bending magic. Adelaide-based 
Rising Sun Pictures contributed to 
several key sequences in the film, most 
notably an electrifying scene where 
Quicksilver (Evan Peters) uses his hyper-
speed ability to rescue students from an 
exploding mansion.

Quicksilver’s rescue builds on a notable 
scene from the preceding X-Men: 
Days of Future Past (2014) where the 
character races around a Pentagon 
cafeteria to prevent security guards from 
shooting a trio of X-Men. Rising Sun 
Pictures’ impeccable work in making 
pots, pans, bullets and water drops 
freeze in mid-air helped the Aussie’s 
earn an Academy Award nomination for 
Best Visual Effects.

The new film takes Quicksilver’s 
superhero antics to a new level. As 
an explosion rips through Professor 
Xavier’s School for Gifted Youngsters, 
the speedy mutant races from room 
to room rescuing students (while 
pausing to sip a soda and consume 
a slice of pizza) with everything set to 
the Eurythmics classic Sweet Dreams 
(Are Made of This). Where the last 
time the trick included choreographing 
thousands of falling water drops, this 
time it was particles of exploding debris, 
giant fire balls and a very lucky dog.

The team, led by Visual Effects 
Supervisors Tim Crosbie and Dennis 
Jones and working under the direction 

of the film’s Director Bryan Singer 
(The Usual Suspects, Valkyrie) and 
Cinematographer Newton Thomas 
Sigel ASC (Three Kings, Drive), had 
the advantage of having worked with 
Quicksilver before, but faced the 
challenge of exceeding their previous, 
award-winning effort. “For the last 
film, we had to figure out what makes 
Quicksilver tick, how to get it on film 
and how to make it believable,” notes 
Jones. “But we were lucky, because it 
all happened in one room. This time, 
he moves through ten locations each 
with a unique story point. Everything 
is bigger and bolder.”

The transition from real time to 
‘Quicksilver time’ occurs just as the 
explosion that will take down the 
school begins to erupt. A car carrying 
Cyclops and Nightcrawler slows to a 
near halt. Bees freeze in mid-air. That 
part of the sequence was created by 
knitting together several motion control 
plates, shot at high frame rate, with 
digital mansion and bee elements, and 
pyrotechnics. 

At that point Quicksilver appears 
(moving in apparent real time). He saves 
a group of kids in the building’s lobby 
by tossing them out a window. As the 
students fly away, they slow down. 
“Each of the characters had to be 
stabilised, repositioned and frozen 
in time,” recalls Jones. “The room is 
filled with frozen debris and, in the 
background, a fireball is approaching 
through a hallway. In terms of 
challenges, that scene had it all.”

Live action elements for the various 
rooms were shot on practical sets, 
but as the explosion proceeded, 
parts of rooms needed to be replaced 
with digital elements showing them 
being torn apart. In fact, the entire 
process of the explosion was carefully 
choreographed. “In the initial shots, 
a pressure wave moves through the 
building, carrying with it debris and 
a nice, velvety buffer of dust,” notes 
Jones. “By the end of the sequence 
the dust is gone and we are left with a 
naked, oily fireball.”

One of Quicksilver’s last-minute rescues 
is the aforementioned dog (played 
by Bryan Singer’s own pet boxer). 
Jones notes that the team relished 
the opportunity to send the canine on 
his way, his ears flapping and tongue 
wagging in super slow motion. “That’s 
the dream,” he says. “You forget 
about all the nuts and bolts and focus 
on telling a good story.”

The Adelaide team created a number of 
other effects for the film including one 
where a young Cyclops accidentally 
destroys a tree that had been a favourite 
of Professor Xavier. The digital mansion 
that the studio built recurs at several 
points in the film. But for sheer energy 
and visual fun, Quicksilver’s Rescue is 
most likely to impress audiences. It’s a 
real show stopper (no pun intended).

Keith Gayhart is  

Creative Director at Artisans.

SHOW STOPPER
Australian visual effects studio Rising Sun Pictures tops its previous award-winning  
efforts to extends its mastery over time in X-Men: Apocalypse  – by Keith Gayhart

Evan Peters as Quicksilver in ‘X-Men Apocalypse’ - DOP Newton Thomas Sigel ASC
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AMAZING GRACE
Simon Akkerman ACS sits behind the lens on a new short fi lm 
by a young West Australian local –  by James Cunningham

Simon Akkerman ACS is an award-

winning Cinematographer with a career 

spanning over forty years. Recently, he 

teamed up on new short fi lm My Name 

Is Grace with up-and-coming Director 

Jade Chamberlain, who also wrote and 

produced the fi lm. 

Akkerman answered a Facebook 

request from a young lady looking for 

a Cinematographer to shoot her short 

fi lm. He had never met Chamberlain 

and he asked her to send him a copy of 

her script, “The last thing I wanted to 
do was shoot a student zombie fi lm.” 

Upon receiving the script, however, 

Akkerman fell in love with a touching 

narrative. 

Chamberlain was self-funding the 

entire production from making donuts 

at a local shopping centre and the 

accredited DOP took the job on as both 

a challenge and a personal contribution 

towards a story that he said needed be 

told.

A rather dark yet uplifting story of 

a young girl looking for a friend to 

play with. She eventually fi nds the 

neighbours autistic daughter, who has 

been hidden away for years in an attic 

room and brings her out into the open 

giving her new found friend a new lease 

on life.

Part of the script required a sequence 

where the girls danced outside in the 

rain. Water tankers and fi re hoses were 

not in the budget and an alternative 

means would have to be considered. 

“Rain is not the easiest thing to create 
and requires heavy backlight for it to 
show up on camera,” says Akkerman. 

His suggestion was to use a domestic 

garden sprinkler system. 

“ The last thing I wanted 
to do was shoot a 

student zombie fi lm. ”

Jade’s father came up with a simple set 

up consisting of a wooden frame with 

a hole punctured hose draped over the 

top. On the day the crew placed the 

frame between two trees and using the 

northern winter sun as backlight they 

illuminated the fi ne drizzle. It worked 

a treat. This was a crucial emotional 

scene and Akkerman went on to shoot 

the sequence in slow-motion which 

turned out looking absolutely beautiful.

Filmed over four-and-a-half days in 

early July equipment was supplied 

by Aerial Cinematography Solutions, 

a business owned by Akkerman and 

his son Rodi. The father and son team 

fi lmed the story with their FS7 camera 

set to S-Log3 and applied a LUT for the 

grade. In consultation with Chamberlain, 

Akkerman chose to apply a warm 

slightly sepia look to the images as the 
story was set in the 1970s, thereby 
giving it that slightly aged feel.

Akkerman also used a DJI Ronin rig to 
keep pace with the many moving shots 
which saved much valuable production 
time and avoided long dolly track 
setups. “The job was made easy with 
the help of my loving son and loyal 
camera assistant, Rodi, who allowed 
us to use his Sony FS7 camera.” 

The FS7 choice of camera worked 
a treat in the low-light locations. It 
allowed Akkerman to apply refl ectors 
and minimum lighting rigs to create the 
moods.

Chamberlain gave Akkerman enormous 
freedom to achieve the visual story-
telling. The Director allowed the 
experienced DOP to design the look, 
choreography and camera movements. 

“I was allowed full visual control 
down to the fi nal grade. It made for 
one of the most enjoyable jobs I have 
ever worked on in my forty-fi ve year 
career,” says Akkerman.

One where, without doubt, the passion 
of the work is beautifully refl ected in the 
fi nished fi lm.

Simon Akkerman ACS is President of the 

Australian Cinematographers Society’s 

Western Australia Branch. 

A key scene from ‘My Name is Grace’ - DOP Simon Akkerman ACS
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In a film-making era of seemingly 
relentless technological progression, 
the very nature of how we as 
cinematographers photograph is 
forever evolving. The tools available 
are amongst the most varied and 
accessible it feels there ever has been. 
Throughout the past ten or so years 
we have seen a shift from celluloid to 
digital acquisition, and within that shift 
there has been a couple of specific 
manufacturers that have formed the 
new digital world standard. And then 
there’s the Alexa 65.

Sitting in an airport coming home, long 
standing Director and friend Ash Bolland 
sends through a PDF. It’s a treatment 
which is essentially an extremely visual 
looking ode to genre films. What it turns 
out to be is a global cinema commercial 
for the IMAX movie chain out of the 
United States, which is to screen in their 
cinemas throughout the world. For a 
brief moment the possibility of shooting 
in 70mm film was entertained but the 
financial implications rendered itself 
unviable, and as it turned out Michael 
Bay had all the IMAX digital cameras on 
another movie. The project needed a 
PCI D3 final colour space in a delivered 
4k DCP so UHD or up scaling wasn’t an 
acceptable option. 

The shoot was set for Cape Town, 
South Africa, which opened up the UK 
and Europe for us as a gear option. The 
majority of the work we had done was 
originated on Alexa, the 65 seemed 
like the most plausible and appropriate 
choice. ARRI Media UK supplied two 65 

IMAGE MAXIMUM
Lachlan Milne ACS (Hunt for the Wilderpeople) lenses the new “I Love Movies”  

campaign commercial for IMAX – by Lachlan Milne ACS

bodies, a full set of the rehoused ARRI/
Hasselblad medium format prime lenses 
and their Codex data management 
system known as the Vault. 

There was a lot of consideration into 
camera language given the spot would 
screen in IMAX. We talked about 
avoiding hand-held work, watching 
panning speeds, shot economy and 
editorial style. It was important to fill the 
frame with the information and allow 
enough time in the edit for the audience 
to literally turn their head from side to 
side and take it all in. 

Post-production was to be completed 
between Los Angeles for editorial and 
Framestore in the UK for compositing 
and colour grading. We used a variety 
of 3D look up tables on the shoot. 
There was a combination of film stock 
emulating LUTS and some custom 
made ones all based on a REC709 
gamma space. On the day we adjusted 
them on set in DaVinci Resolve given 
the conditions and our DIT baked 
them into the ProRes 444HQ offline 
footage. Final colour grading would 
be done remotely in London so it was 
very important that we get each scene 
as close as we could on the day and 
give the offline a one light style look 
throughout the entire workflow.   

On set it was easy enough to forget 
the difference of the Alexa 65 just by 
looking at it. The body is slightly wider 
and heavier but shares the majority of 
the shape and accessories with the XT. 
The video split is a down scaled 1080 
output on a 17 inch monitor so you can 

be tricked into thinking everything is 
the same. The obvious difference is in 
the field of view and the depth of field.  
With a native aspect ratio of 2:1 we 
shot open gate RAW at 24fps with each 
frame roughly 30mg in size. It felt a lot 
like the depth of field of a full frame dslr. 
It was possible to frame wide shots with 
selective focus, which was amazing. 
Having said that the majority of the spot 
was exposed between T8 and T16 with 
the exception of a lower light scene and 
one interior shot. 

The biggest surprise for me personally 
was in the lenses. They were so flat at 
the wider end, much more so than what 
we were used to, and incredibly sharp. 
It wasn’t until we got into the DIT van 
and were able to view the images on a 
4k monitor that it became self-evident. 

The Alexa 65 is a whole new ballgame. 
Shooting essentially medium format 
moving pictures is within reach of 
infinitely more productions that it ever 
was when shooting on film. With any 
luck there will be some available in 
Australia soon. It’s another tool for the 
right project with a sensibility that can 
only be realised in camera which, as a 
cinematographer, is pretty exciting. 

Golden Tripod-winning Lachlan Milne ACS works 

in TVC, film and photography. His feature work 

includes Not Suitable For Children (2012),  

Down Under (2016) and Hunt For The 

Wilderpeople (2016) which recently became the 

highest New Zealand box office opening ever.

Lachlan Milne ACS on location in South Africa filming for IMAX - PHOTO Supplied
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There was a lot of work before that 
glamorous red carpet moment, and it 
all began with an extensive period of 
investigation of the Proof materials we 
have in our collection of the National 
Film and Sound Archive (NFSA).

Shot by Martin McGrath ACS (Muriel’s 
Wedding), the iconic Australian film 
was written and directed by Jocelyn 
Moorhouse (The Dressmaker), and stars 
Hugo Weaving and Russell Crowe. It 
won ‘Best Film’ at the Australian Film 
Institute (AFI) Awards in 1991.

A multitude of experts, including our 
curators, audiovisual conservators 
and technicians, worked together to 
determine which components would 
be the best source masters for the 
digital restoration. They had to wind the 
25-year-old film reels through to look for 
decomposition, shrinkage, perforation 
damage and scratches. The work can 
be very time consuming if extensive 
repair work is needed, such as fixing 
splices and sprocket damage on the 
film. This is very important, as the 
materials chosen for restoration must 
be able to cope with the telecine and 
scanning processes.

We were soon able to confirm that 
all components were complete and 
belonged to the same version. We 
decided that the original picture 
negative - the negative that actually ran 
through McGrath’s camera when the 

ROAD TO RESTORATION
A digital restoration of Jocelyn Moorhouse’ 1991 Proof by the National Film and Sound Archive  

premiered at the Melbourne International Film Festival last month – by Gayle Lake

film was shot - would give us the best 
image results, so we had it ultrasonically 
cleaned and telecined.

At the same time, we conducted an 
analysis of the sound, and selected 
the DME (dialogue, music and effects) 
35mm component. It was digitised and 
the resulting files were then de-noised 
to reduce a low but audible hum. The 
clicks, pops and dropouts were fixed. 
The telecined picture files were then 
‘married’ to the sound files. We had 
sync… hallelujah!

All components were then sent to 
the Sydney-based post-production 
company Frame, Set & Match for 
scanning. Every single frame was 
scanned, including the sprocket holes. 
This became our digital preservation file: 
a digital version of the original picture 
negative. It was a bit green and showed 
natural and expected age-related 
symptoms. Weeks of intensive cleaning 
and grading followed, both automated 
and manual. The film required thirty 
hours of grading and ninety hours of 
cleaning.

The capability of contemporary digital 
post-production software seems 
almost magical and it can be tempting 
to ‘fix’ any perceived flaws. But we 
always adhere to a very basic archival 
principle: we restore a title to as close 
as it was originally seen and enjoyed 
by audiences when it was released. 

Therefore, in the restored digital 
print of Proof, you will see grain and 
texture in the image, and hear the 
sound as it was projected when it 
premiered internationally at the Cannes 
Film Festival, and in Australia at the 
Melbourne International Film Festival in 
1991.

One of the most joyful and terrifying 
parts of the restoration process is 
the work-in-progress screenings 
with the original key creatives. It was 
such a pleasure to sit through the 
screening with the film’s Director 
and Cinematographer. Listening to 
their production reminiscences and 
witnessing their smiles and appreciation 
when the lights came up. It is always 
expected there will be minor tweaks 
here and there but it is so very good to 
know that the work of many teams of 
people has done justice to the original 
intention of the film.

Thanks to our experts, the filmmakers 
and 266 film lovers who raised $26,070 
through an online crowdfunding 
campaign to help fund the project, 
Proof has been restored and preserved 
for the digital age. And we’re not done 
yet, there are so many more films to 
restore!

Gayle Lake is Senior Curator at the National Film 

and Sound Archive of Australia (NFSA).

Hugo Weaving and Russell Crowe in a scene from ‘Proof’ - DOP Martin McGrath ACS



Star Child is a science-fiction short 

film written and directed by Christian 

Kennedy (Young Heart, Scammers) and 

shot by Cinematographer Ross Metcalf 

(The Mannequin, Broken Contract). 

The ambitious production was shot 

across various locations in and around 

Perth, Fremantle and the stunningly 

picturesque Lancelin and Pinnacles in 

Western Australia.

It tells the story of Aera (Eden Powell), a 

young blind girl escaping a doomed star 

freighter. Getting out of the ship by aid 

of her brother (Blake Richardson), Aera 

finds herself marooned in an escape 

pod quickly running out of oxygen. 

Guided by the only other survivor from 

the ship’s wreckage ‘a badly damaged 

droid’, she must locate an undamaged 

escape pod to seek refuge until a 

rescue ship arrives. 

Metcalf shot the film on the Red Epic 

and Sony A7S with Rokinon and Canon 

L glass. A GoPro Hero 4 was used also 

for some exterior shots from a drone. 

Lighting consisted of two portable LED 

REACH FOR THE STARS
West Australian DOP Ross Metcalf tinkers with time on an ageing submarine  

to lens the short science-fiction film Star Child – by Slade Philips

light panels with red and aqua stage 

gels and reflector for some exterior 

mid shots. Metcalf chose the A7s for 

interiors on a stripped down shoulder 

rig due to its small form factor and low 

light capabilities. 

He used the Red for the desert exteriors 

for better post-production flexibility, 

shooting mostly handheld and with a 

Ronin Gimbal. 

The production was shot over five days 

in very challenging locations. From a 

cramped submarine to vast windy sand 

dunes. Kennedy wanted a high-budget 

look for Star Child, but didn’t have the 

time or money for set construction. 

Their solution was utilising Perth’s 

existing military relics which gave an 

appearance of ageing spaceships. 

“I wanted a gritty, realistic look to the 
film, so I decided to shoot the interiors 
in decommissioned museum war relics. 
They looked lived in, battle worn and 
authentic.” 

The space freighter interior was shot 

inside a 1960s Oberon Class submarine 

at the Fremantle maritime museum 
and escape pod interior was shot at 
the Bull Creek Air Museum inside a 
decommissioned Vietnam war bomber 
and F111 fighter bomber cockpit 
module. 

Metcalf pulled off an ingenious look 
with the resources he had available, 
showcasing the science-fiction interiors 
with selective framing and carefully 
placed coloured gels.

“ They looked lived 
in, battle worn and 

authentic. ”

Star Child was originally produced 
for Tropfest 2016, where the film was 
shortlisted, but a longer and more 
refined ‘director’s cut’ was recently 
submitted to Cinefest Oz 2016 where it 
was selected for their short film lineup.

Slade Phillips is a Melbourne-based  

writer and journalist.
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A scene from the short film ‘Star Child’ - DOP Ross Metcalf



The call came in mid-December. 
Would we be interested in venturing 
into remote Asia to film the aerials 
for Director Dante Lam’s (The Sniper, 
Unbeatable, That Demon Within) 
latest Hong Kong action movie called 
Operation Mekong? Absolutely!

After countless phone calls and emails 
discussing both practical and shooting 
logistics, camera choice, lens options, 
helicopter type, pilot, we settled on 
the integration of RED Dragon with our 
Canon 17-120 cinema zoom inside 
the GSS C516 lightweight carbon-
fibre gimbal. A hectic day prepping 
in Melbourne ensued - big thanks to 
Ben Bateman from Offshoot - before 
everything was broken down into six 
cases of less than 32kg in order to 
travel with me as excess baggage.

Upon reaching Kuala Lumpur airport 
after an joyous overnight flight on Air 
Asia I was greeted by runners who 
drove me four hours into remote jungle 
to meet with the Producers and Mr 
Lam. Soon the AS350 helicopter and 
crew arrived, and after two hours we 
were fully rigged and ready to go for a 

quick systems check. All went smoothly, 
so we moved into pre-planning the 
following days action. We were to 
shoot incredibly complex and dynamic 
sequences featuring close proximity 
helicopter air-to-air, high-speed action 
scenes combined with up to eight 
choreographed speedboats, together 
with some VFX plate shots and our hero 
helicopter POVs. 

We made the decision that I would 
coordinate the positioning of our 
aircraft, with our film pilot translating into 
Malay on the radio to speak with the 
hero helicopter pilot, and the Director 
speaking in Chinese via a translator to 
me in English.

With four light people onboard, every 
kilo we saved by going with the GSS 
was absolutely critical in terms of pulling 
off the low-level high power manoeuvres 
needed. Overall we loaded only around 
80kgs of camera equipment onto the 
AS350 which made all the difference 
when we were slipping sideways or 
gaining altitude quickly in some of 
the valleys we shot in. The look down 
capability also came in handy when 
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we shot long lens through the hero 
helicopter blades at some of the boats 
below. 

It was a testament to our incredibly 
talented and experienced film pilot from 
Helistar Malaysia, Captain Shamsul, 
and the great ground crew that the 
producers had picked that we were able 
to finish all of our planned shot list half a 
day early, so we shot a few extra plates 
together with some unplanned aerial 
sequences on other outdoor scenes in 
the remainder of our time there. 

A very quick de-rig followed our last 
flight as thunderclouds were moving in, 
and the heavens opened as we packed 
the last cases in the van, before heading 
back to Kuala Lumpur International 
Airport for the flight home. Overall, an 
incredibly enjoyable and challenging 
job, with a great crew and a beautiful 
location, I cannot wait to get back to 
Asia for more adventures in the air.

Based in Melbourne, Adam Huddlestone 

specialises in aerial cinematography.

COME FLY WITH ME
Melbourne-based Adam Huddlestone descends on the Malaysian jungle for an  
upcoming film from acclaimed Hong Kong Director – by Adam Huddlestone

The GSS mounted on Helicopter - PHOTO Adam Huddlestone
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Ashley Barron’s latest short film, 
Midnight Walk, follows the neon 
explosion of a fashion assassin’s 
night out. The winner of Best Drama 
at Sydney’s Winter Freshflix Film 
Festival 2016 is a passion project 
for director Mathilde Nocquet, and 
starring Charlotte Willars and Kate 
Peck, Midnight Walk is the first in a five 
episode web series. We sat down with 
Ashley to discuss her work and process 
on the project. 

AC What was Nocquet’s brief for  
 Midnight Walk?

AB Neon! The idea would be to  
 have a wacky tutorial of fashion 

hunting, modernising the film noir look 
of the 1980s. We wanted to distort the 
thriller movie codes into a funny way to 
kill.  The main notion was to create an 
off-the-wall, black humour video making 
fun of women’s often-unbridled passion 
for shoes.

AC What inspired you and  
 Mathilde for this piece?

AB Nocquet is French, so our  
 references were mostly from 

French artists. Photographer Guy 
Bourdain was one of our biggest 

‘ROUND MIDNIGHT
Australian Cinematographer Ashley Barron (Dreamland) takes  

a prize-winning walk after dark – interview by Meredith Emmanuel

influences. We were drawn to how he 

transformed murder into something 

‘pop, colourful and funny.’

AC What was the pre-production  
 process?

AB I had about a week to prepare.  
 I received an e-mail about the 

project, got on the phone shortly 

thereafter and that night we met to 

discuss. The next day we were scouting 

and storyboarding. We had one night to 

shoot, and a limited budget.

AC What were the biggest  
 challenges on Midnight Walk?

AB The quality of light we were going  
 for is hard to get right and control 

in such a small space. We were also 

very ambitious with our schedule for this 

type of lighting style, so balancing this 

with the speed required for a one-night 

shoot had its moments. 

Usually, I like to make the film in pre-

production and not have any major 

problems to solve during principal 

photography. If I’ve done my planning 

correctly, there’ll be time to put out any 

fires early on and just execute the plans 

on the day… or night, in this case. We 

had planned on using a lot of neon light 
in the production design but we were 
unable to test any of it beforehand. 

AC What do you like most about  
 this piece?

AB Colour! I love working with colour  
 and have been looking for a 

project like this for a long time. The 
fact that the film has such a strong and 
distinct sense of self and style is exciting 
as well. There’s no question of what 
you’re in for when you watch.

AC Did you have the music playing  
 while you were shooting? 

AB No, the music was created later.  
 Nocquet ran the shoot like a 

regular film, as that’s what it ultimately 
is. However, that is a way that I quite 
like to work. I think knowing what music 
your images will play to really informs 
the way you work. I always ask the 
director about the music they have in 
mind and try to, at the very least, have 
it in my ear during or before the shoot. 
It’s a whole other experience as a 
Cinematographer.

Meredith is an ongoing contributor  

to Australian Cinematographer.
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A scene from ‘Midnight Walk’ - DOP Ashley Barron



SPLASH BACK
Melbourne, 1996, the Golden Age of Australian swimming is beginning.  

Based on a book by award-winning novelist Christos Tsiolkas (The Slap)  
and adapted for television, Barracuda - lensed by Stefan Duscio (Galore,  
The Mule, Backtrack) - is a moving story of identity, obsession, desire,  

the dizzy heights of success and the terrifying risk of failure.

- by Stefan Duscio



Stefan Duscio shooting ‘Barracuda’ on location - PHOTO Ben King



This was my first experience working on a television drama, 
and I found it a highly creative and collaborative process. I had 
admired Robert Connolly’s work for many years, and Balibo 
(2009) is one of my favourite Australian films. I was really 
excited when he asked me to come aboard as I knew he’d 
be approaching it with cinematic visuals and performances in 
mind.

Connolly told me he wanted a nimble approach, and initial 
discussions were for the series to be primarily shot handheld. 
I was very excited about the newly released ARRI Alexa Mini, 
and I thought it would be perfect for our shooting style, which 
was going to be a mix of real households, schools, cranes, 
and underwater housings. We needed a camera body with 
versatility and despite what many people tell me about the 
Alexa Mini - for example, that it can’t be used in a ‘production’ 
style mode - it excelled in every configuration. 

As the series start date approached, I used the Alexa Mini on 
commercials in the same build as I wanted to shoot the series. 
Specifically, I had it kitted up so there was essentially no 
difference to it being in handheld mode, or production mode. 
This enabled the Director and myself to react to the blocking 
of a scene, and cover it using the appropriate technique, 
without being held back by changing configurations. Connolly 
really enjoyed this reactive approach, especially considering 
the large amounts of screen-time we were filming each day. 
We could shoot a scene off a dolly one moment, and the next 
be handheld.

I was really interested to see whether you could shoot 
Australian television on prime lenses and dollies. I heard that 
you had to shoot television handheld with zooms much of 
the time, just to keep up with the pace. I can understand why 
a production would choose that approach, but on the other 
hand, I felt that if the Director, 1st AD and Cinematographer all 
operated in sync, there was no reason you couldn’t shoot with 
a more considered approach.

We tested a couple of lens packages, and eventually settled 
on Panavision PVintage primes and Primo zooms. The series 
is set in the 1990s, and I felt this helped give the Alexa sensor 
and the production design a little bit of age. Connolly and I 
found the texture of the glass generally very beautiful.

Very important was our wireless setup. Focus Pullers used 
ARRI WCU-4 remotes, so myself and B-Camera operator 
Shelley Farthing-Dawe were completely free to move and 
operate where we liked. Focus Pullers could choose to be by 
the camera, or by a monitor, depending on the setup. Both 
Alexa Minis housed Teradek video transmitters, ensuring there 
were never any cables to be run to a Director’s monitor. It was 
a very liberating camera setup.

I felt very fortunate to be shooting with such world class 
camera equipment on a low budget Australian production. 
I would have been happy with this gear on a major motion 
picture. This is due to Panavision’s wonderful support of 
television producers, directors and cinematographers. 
Otherwise we would have been shooting on much lower-
quality cameras and lenses. 

I knew a lot of the series needed to be shot underwater, and 
without affordable access to an underwater remote head in 
Australia, we started researching other options. Connolly and 
myself were both keen to create a unique, personal look to 
the underwater footage, and for it to look unlike traditional 
television sports coverage.

After discussing the series ideas on how to achieve 
underwater shots with several grips I’ve worked with, Sydney 
Key Grip Adam Kuiper mentioned he had successfully 
used a ‘snorkel lens’ from Panavision years earlier for some 
underwater shooting. Panavision took some time to track it, 
and its accompanying underwater bag, down. Once I had it, 
we tested it with our Key Grip Luke Stone in the pool. The 
results were fantastic, and enabled us to achieve very close 
shots to our cast, under and above water, sometimes during 
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Elias Anton as Danny Kelly in ‘Barracuda’ - PHOTO Ben King
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the same shot. My 1st AC, Murray Watt, was amazing in building 
the unusual and difficult setup on the Alexa Mini on the crane, and 

we used it many times throughout the series.

We also spent some time shooting simulated travel of our 
cast in still waters, while Farthing-Dawe filmed them from a 
splashbox. He was so close to our cast, and their movements 
were so convincing, that it’s very hard to tell they’re not 
actually blasting through the water. At 200fps with a strong 
ethereal backlight they became key visuals for our show. It 
really helped tell the story from the unique POV of Danny (Elias 
Anton), and differentiate it from traditional sports coverage we 

wanted to avoid.

One of Connolly’s key reference materials was a beautiful French 
crime film A Prophet (2009). It has a painfully beautiful and cool 

look to it. The performances and cinematography have a very 
authentic and raw quality to them. He and I looked at it to try and 

tap into that feeling for Barracuda. Another reference I showed to the 
Director was the third chapter from A Place Beyond The Pines (2012). 

It had a similar aesthetic, and dealt with a complex friendship between 
two teenage boys. Both of the these features were shot on 35mm film, 

and Connolly and I are big fans of the texture of film. We tried to imbue 
Barracuda with that feeling, while shooting digitally. 

I’d worked with Production Designer Elizabeth Mary Moore and Costume 
Designer Cappi Ireland on feature films before, and I consulted with them 
about the palette as much as possible during pre-production. We were 

all trying to avoid warmer colours, or when we used them, to 
employ them very specifically.  

I love one of the final shots in the final moments of 
Barracuda. It begins underwater, and Danny dives 

in. He freestyles the whole fifty metre length of the 
pool, and the shot holds for a long time. It’s 
euphoric and calming, and at this point 
Danny and the audience have been 
through a lot of anguish together. 
I love that Connolly and our 
Editor Rodrigo Balart 
decided to 
hold 
that 

Elias Anton as Danny Kelly in ‘Barracuda’ - PHOTO Ben King



shot for so long. I believe it’s those kind of creative decisions 
that elevate television into a more filmic world. I feel television 
cuts so frequently, and we’re not given the opportunity 
to bask in the image or moment. I really appreciated the 
measured and deliberate pace that Balart and Connolly 
maintained.

One thing I discussed with Connolly was cross shooting, 
and how important he felt it was to his process. I have mixed 
feelings about its use. On one hand, I can see how directors, 
actors and editors love it as they know both performances are 
being captured, and an Editor can cut for performance, not 
continuity. John Seale AM ACS ASC always says, ‘it makes 
the movie better’.

On a logistic and visual level, I don’t enjoy it a lot of the time 
as it often requires more equipment and time to achieve it. It 
is often a false economy as it can take longer to setup and 
restrict actors blocking as there are now Camera Operators 
and lighting and Boom Operators all on the edge of frame. 
It can be claustrophobic and limiting. I love how Christopher 
Nolan covers drama, and he is renowned for his singular 
vision and single-camera style of shooting.

We employed it at very limited times during our filming. Myself 
and Farthing-Dawe often shot side-by-side, or on a 45 degree 
angle to each other. This enabled me to light and craft one 
direction at a time. I felt my camera and lighting crew were 

able to get a rhythm and pace going with this method. 
Once again, if I didn’t have simpatico from Connolly and 
our 1st AD Phil Jones, it would have been a very different 
shoot.

I had a fantastic camera department on Barracuda. We 
were very fortunate to secure the talents of Farthing-
Dawe, a Cinematographer in his own right, on the 
second camera. I’d known of his beautiful work for 
some time, though didn’t know him very well before 
Barracuda. I’ve always enjoyed shooting alongside my 
contemporaries - as Ari Wegner and I have done many 

times before - and so I was hoping for a similar 
relationship on this project.

I knew that Farthing-Dawe would be an 
amazing creative partner to have at my 
side, without the need for me to micro-
manage his frame or lighting. It’s really 
important for me to work with people 
who always creatively ‘get’ the 

project, whether 
they’re a Camera 
Operator, Grip 
or Gaffer. 
The more 
experience 
I get, the 

less I want to 
micro-manage. 

I really don’t like 
it when a Director 

micro-manages my 
cinematography so 
I try and give my key 
collaborators that same 
creative freedom to 
explore and take their 

own initiative. Most crew members are incredibly film literate, 
and it’s important for us all to realise and tap into that well.

I should also mention how great it was to work with Jones. 
He was a true creative partner to myself and the Director, 
and helped us achieve some incredibly difficult days. I really 
appreciated his dedication in ensuring solid blocking time for 
every scene, which really helped Connolly have valuable time 
with his cast, and a clear set for me to plan coverage and 
lighting. It was priceless, and I really miss it when other 1st 
ADs or Directors don’t prioritise blocking time.

During pre-production, Colourist Marcus Smith at Blue Post 
helped the Director and myself create a unique LUT for 
Barracuda. We shot a bunch of camera tests, and ran them 
through DaVinci Resolve. We wanted a look that was cold, 
contrasty and filmic. We wanted the shadows crushed and a 
really gentle highlight roll-off.

I had successfully done this on the feature film Backtrack 
(2016), where we created a dark, cold, austere LUT. It really 
helped me during production to be lighting and composing 
with a look in camera that was very close to the final look. It 
also helps wardrobe and art departments to see how their 
colours are being rendered.

Another wonderful boon to shooting on the Alexa Mini is 
the advanced colour technology. Unlike the standard Alexa, 
it enables the importation of 3D LUTs, the same ones that 
editorial transcodes the rushes in. This ensures the look is 
very consistent from onset monitoring to the edit suite.

Much of our time in the grade was cementing this look. I 
attended as much of it as I could, though Smith was great in 
sending me drafts of his work while I worked on another film 
in Colombia. We also ran a subtle amount of simulated film 
grain throughout the show, that helped give the images some 
life. You can’t beat the real thing, though I love simulating 
film grain - whether it’s on my digital cinematography or 
photography. 

I’m very happy with the final images, although one 
disappointing thing is that the ABC still only transmit and 
stream in SD. With Netflix now streaming some series in 4K, 
our images have a long way to go.

One of the things I was curious about when going into 
Barracuda was that by shooting double the screen time each 
day than I was used to in features, would that yield a more 
‘honest’ or ‘raw’ aesthetic? By having less time to craft the 
cinematography and performances, do you end up with 
and exciting energy and power that more time would have 
compromised? I don’t think I got a definite answer, though 
it was really challenging and exciting to explore this idea. 
Connolly certainly achieved some stellar and immediate 
performances from his mostly young cast.

I’m very proud of what we achieved on Barracuda. It’s a very 
exciting time to be working in television across the world and 
the bar is being raised every day. Being able to collaborate 
with a filmmaker like Robert Connolly on a series that was 
watched by hundreds of thousands of Australians was a 
wonderful creative opportunity.

Stefan Duscio is the multiple-award winning Cinematographer.  

He has shot countless productions, including many commercials,  

music videos, shorts, and six feature films.



KNOCK OUT
With Australian Cinematographer Michael Steel behind  
the camera, a young boxer is forced to go on the run  
through the teeming streets of Manila in Beast, after  
accidentally killing his opponent in a crooked fight.

- by Michael Steel



Jamie, portrayed by Chad McKinney in ‘Beast’ - PHOTO Geric Cruz
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Beast is a feature film I shot in and around the streets and 

slums of Manila, The Philippines. It’s a drama that focuses 

on a young half-Filipino boxer, Jamie (Chad McKinney) who 

tries to make amends for a disastrously fixed fight. The 

ninety-minute film is set over a twenty four hour period where 

Jamie struggles between doing what is right by his boxing 

opponent’s now widowed wife and son or staying complicit 

with his father. It takes the audience into the heart of Manila’s 

humid underworld.

I met Directors Tom and Sam McKeith (brothers) at AFTRS 

in 2010 and later that year was chosen by Tom to shoot his 

graduating short film Pig and we’ve been collaborating on 

various projects ever since. In late 2013 after shooting another 

short film for the boys they mentioned this feature that they 

had written and, along with our Producer Robert Coe, asked 

me if I wanted to shoot it for them. I knew after reading the 

treatment what a massive challenge the film would be but I 

was never going to turn away from it as I had always enjoyed 

working with Tom and Sam and believe they are immensely 

talented. 

I was given freedom in regards to the choice of camera 

package, however I always kept the Directors and Producers 

abreast as to what I was thinking, and why. Our gear rental 

house, CMB in Quezon City, is one of only three in the country 

I believe and our producers had made a deal through them 

that was inclusive of not only camera needs but also lighting, 

gripping and personnel. Though the Directors wanted limited 

numbers of people on set we were forced to take many of 

CMB’s employees with us as that is just the way it works over 

there. No people; no gear. We even had one guy who’s whole 

job was just to hold the camera at all times. 

Knowing how the Directors wanted the film to look and feel 
and having worked with them before, I knew what they liked 
and just as importantly for them, how they would want things 
to run on set. Another big consideration was that our lead 
actor, McKinney, had never acted before and was in every 
scene of the film. I needed a reliable camera that was easy 
to use and that gave a solid digital negative when shooting 
a predominantly nocturnal story. Given all that I was set on 
using the Alexa shooting ARRI LogC at 2K. Our budget would 
not stretch to raw. 

A week before shooting Jim Balthazar, head of CMB rentals, 
told me he could get his two new ARRI Amira cameras just in 
time for us to shoot with if I wanted. As I was concerned with 
the weight of the Alexa, Balthazar took a flight to Singapore 
and personally picked them up and delivered them back to 
me to test the day before we began shooting. As the film was 
to be shot mostly hand held and the Amira used the same 
sensor as the Alexa I had found a winner just in time. It has 
not been confirmed nor denied by ARRI but I believe we were 
the first feature film in the world to shoot with the ARRI Amira.

In the end I chose Ultra Primes as my lenses for their fast 
aperture speed of T1.9, which really helped with all the night 
work we were to do. I could have chosen Master Primes for 
even faster lenses but as we were to have so much hand 
held camera on a non-trained actor I thought I had to give my 
focus puller, Kuya Ray, at least some chance to get sharps. I 
mostly shot the night sequences of the film at T2-2 1⁄2 on the 
lens with either the 32mm or 50mm. 

For the film’s opening boxing match, which was three rounds 
of actual fighting, we had a second ARRI camera brought in, 
and as I was able to light up the cockfighting arena-come-

Jamie (Chad McKinney) delivers a blow in ‘Beast’ - PHOTO Jewels Sison
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boxing ring to T2.8 I chose to use two Angenieux Optimo 

zooms for speed and flexibility. 

My collaboration with the design team was fairly limited, more 

limited than I would have liked. We talked at the location 

surveys and at team meetings which were helpful though 

I would have liked more collaboration with them whilst 

shooting. The language barrier here was an issue as it was 

really only our Designer who spoke English and he was often 

not on set. In many regards the amount of location designing 

asked for was minimal as we wanted the locations to be as 

authentic looking as possible and the locations were chosen 

carefully, but on occasion it was frustrating to have so few 

options offered up or talked about. 

“ The stark pools of dirty  
green light over the sinks  

and tiles in the dimly-lit space 
just added to the intimacy 
shared between the two “

To be honest the look that I was working toward above all was 

to keep the authenticity of the setting, so to that extent we 

used existing lighting where possible and only augmented it 

when absolutely necessary. For example in the slum location 

where our widowed boxer’s wife (Angeli Byani) lives they had 

no power so my Gaffer (Jordan Arabejo) strung up electrical 

wires just as we saw elsewhere and spliced into the grid so 

we could put up a couple of low wattage exposed practicals 

in otherwise pitch black stairwells. 

There is so much poverty in the Philippines. At our locations, 
to ‘tidy it up’ would have gone against our story and shooting 
style. One of my mantras was if it felt too manipulative or 
stylised then it was no good and therefore we used no off-
speed camera, no zooming except for a couple hidden 
during the fight scene, no dolly, no crane, no music and no 
‘Hollywood lighting’. If ever I did make a shot look too ‘lit’ or a 
camera move felt unmotivated or ‘slick’ it was quickly pointed 
out by the Directors and rightly altered.

Both Directors and myself are huge fans of the Belgian 
filmmakers the Dardenne Brothers and we used their films 
Rosetta (1999), L’Enfant (2002) and The Kid With a Bike 

(2011), as springboards for discussions on style and realism. 
Other references for us were Nicolas Winding Refn’s Pusher 
(1996), Lynne Ramsay’s Ratcatcher (1999) and Joachim 
Trier’s Oslo, August 31st (2011). Though some of the above 
films look and feel like documentaries and un-manipulated, 
they are carefully crafted and expertly executed which was 
our challenge to achieve. Doing so without storyboards, fixed 
dialogue or any rehearsed choreography, so as not to hinder 
our non-actor lead, made this the most taxing yet ultimately 
rewarding shoot I have ever done. We also watched a number 
of other films and, though they did not inform us how to shoot 
Beast, they gave us many examples of how not to. 

My favourite scene in the film stands out for its apparent 
simplicity. It is a single shot scene done in one take between 
a teary eight-year-old boy (Whyzel Myo Indonto) and our hero 
Jamie which takes place in a shopping mall bathroom. The 
boy is distressed about his sore eyes and Jamie just talks 
him through and demonstrates putting in eye drops before 

Jamie (Chad McKinney, on right) faces his opponent before a fight in ‘Beast’ - PHOTO Jewels Sison
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delivering them to him and walking back out. What I love 
about this scene is the honesty of the performances, you feel 
right there with them totally lost in the moment. Without a 
rehearsal or instruction and to have a crying little boy and a 
non-actor. It could have gone poorly but it all just worked and 
comes across so naturally and authentic. The stark pools of 
dirty green light over the sinks and tiles in the dimly lit space 
just added to the intimacy shared between the two. 

The thing I am most proud of in Beast is the lighting, in that 
you never notice it, and that was imperative within the realism 
we set up in our world. Though I believe the cinematography 
will never be called ‘pretty’ it serves its story faithfully and 
therefore offers moments of beauty.

Also working as the sole operator, I approached every shot 
attempting not to force anything onto what was unfolding 
before me. As there was no rehearsal or set dialogue, and 
often no knowledge about what Jamie was going to feel like 
doing physically I had to be on my toes and just feel it as we 
rolled. My fingerprints are all over the film but in ways I hope 
are totally unnoticeable. Many scenes are complete in one 
long hand-held shot and when possible scenes were shot 
consecutively without cutting. This helped the Directors by 
letting McKinney remain in character for longer, give more 
cutting options around the beginning and end of scenes and 
it also felt right in keeping with our dogmatic approach to 
making the process more documentary like, more realistic. 

All our crew were Filipino locals and I had not met any of them 
before camera tests began. Besides camera and lens tests 
I took a few of Manila’s best 1st ACs through their paces to 
pick the most suitable for such a tough shoot and in the end 

chose Kuya Ray, who I was told was about seventy years old 

and had done a number of big films. I would have asked him 

more about his previous work but like most of our crew he 

didn’t speak any English. Thankfully my trusty 2nd AC Bradley 

Liew did speak English and relayed messages for me when 

needed. Liew was a real gem of a man and even stepped up 

and operated a few shots for me when I went down with a 

badly infected throat and couldn’t stand any longer. At one 

point our production stopped for three days as I was unable 

to turn my head, eat or speak. Our shoot had suffered an 

earthquake, a typhoon and flash flooding but it was my throat 

in the end that was the only thing to slow us down which is a 

real credit to the Filipino work ethic.

On the lighting side of things my hard working Gaffer, Arabejo, 

also spoke English and was my translator to the rest of his 

guys and the grips department when my dodgy hand signals 

didn’t work - which was often. Regardless of downpours, 

energy sapping humidity, six-day weeks of long hours and 

all-nighters, the crew pushed on and kept a smile. Despite the 

communication difficulties we all got to know each other really 

well as we had the common language of filmmaking to join us 

together. 

I wasn’t too involved in the post-production side of things, 

though I had definite ideas in mind for the grade. We shot 

a 1.85:1 aspect ratio using Arri LogC at 2K on the ProRes 

4444 codec, which gave us a good amount of information for 

grading without going the more expensive route of shooting 

RAW with an Alexa. Knowing the Directors love of shooting 

fast and penchant for long takes - sometimes up to twenty 

minutes - I knew shooting RAW would not have been tenable 

in any case. 

The crew of ‘Beast’ on location in the strrets of Manila - PHOTO Geric Cruz
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During pre-production we all came to agree on the style and 

mood of the picture so when shooting began I was able to 

get the look very close to where it had to be. So much so 

that we completed the grade in four days instead of the two 

weeks given to me. I have to mention Trackdown’s facilities 

and my amazing Grader, Billy Wychgel, who really took care 

of us. Wychgel was so intuitive and though he knew the look I 

wanted he always offered up new ideas and could show them 

to me quickly. 

“ As we immersed ourselves in 
the new culture and people the 
film kept evolving and became 

deeper than what we could have 
ever made up to begin with. “

For me, the look we wanted from the grade had to integrate 

seamlessly into the style of realism that we established 

on set, therefore did not over correct any in-situ lights we 

encountered, nor did we do anything like bloom the highlights 

or add colour into our shadows. What was true for Jamie’s 

Manila would be true in our grade and the city itself gave us 

a look of dark, humid and gritty streets littered with vibrant 

coloured lights and walls. Often I found myself lighting these 

walls and not the actors as it felt right for the characters and 

the spaces they inhabited. 

I think we achieved what we set out to do - though we got 

there by very different means than what we could ever have 

imagined. To succeed as we did in wrestling this story to the 
screen was an immense effort by everyone involved. As we 
couldn’t afford a long pre-production or shoot we just had 
to adapt on the run and find a way to overcome hurdles and 
differences of filming in a foreign country with a new crew. 

With the script used as more of a starting off piece for the 
actors, and having a young lead who had never been in front 
of a camera before, we achieved something that didn’t really 
exist until it was on camera. As we immersed ourselves in the 
new culture and people the film kept evolving and became 
deeper than what we could have ever made up to begin with. 
From this, I learned that there is no singular right way to make 
a film, which sounds obvious but the lesson is important. 
Once you believe in that, it frees you to be bold, unorthodox 
and not sweat the small stuff. 

In hindsight, the biggest change I would make would be 
to alter the ISO from 800 to 1600 during many of our night 
shoots to give my 1st AC a bigger stop than T2. I did it on a 
couple of occasions from necessity and it came out so well 
that I had no reason to fear using it more often. The Amira 
really did come through with flying colours.

At the moment I am shooting a documentary called Colour 
Theory Underground about graffiti artists from various cities 
around Australia. After that it’s still a bit up in the air, but there 
is another feature script to pour over which hopefully I will be 
rolling on before the year is out. 

Michael Steel is a freelance Cinematographer  

based ‘wherever he needs to be’.

Jamie is played by Chad McKinney  - PHOTO Geric Cruz



SLEEPING 
BEAUTY

Milli-award winning Director of Photography Andrew Commis ACS 
(Beautiful Kate, The Rocket, The Daughter) sits down for a chat  

with Australian Cinematographer Magazine at the recent 
Melbourne International Film Festival to talk about his 

critically-acclaimed new film, Girl Asleep.

- by James Cunningham



Harrison Feldman (Eliott) and Bethany Whitmore (Greta) in ‘Girl Asleep’ - DOP Andrew Commis, PHOTO Supplied
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Girl Asleep was funded through an initiative from the 

Adelaide Film Festival called The Hive, where an artist in a 

different medium teams up in a film environment to create 

a collaborative work; a short film, a short documentary, 

or in this case a feature film. Australian Cinematographer 

Andrew Commis ACS had an opportunity to attend the live 

performance of Director Rosemary Myers’ stage production 

of Girl Asleep about a year before the two collaborated on the 

film version. 

“Knowing literally nothing about it I kind of had low 

expectations I have to say, but I was absolutely blown away 

by the energy of it, the humour and ridiculousness of it, but 

also the drama in it,” he says. After the play finished Commis 

met with Myers. He didn’t know how they were going to turn it 

into a film, but he knew he was on board.

“I was up for the challenge. There’s not many opportunities 

to make a film that’s both stylistically heightened and 

humorous, where you’re not immersed in naturalism and 

high-stakes drama to a degree. Comedy, or drama disguised 

as comedy can be liberating!”

Girl Asleep follows 14-year-old Greta (Bethany Whitmore), 

a shy and awkward teenager holding on to adolescence, 

propelled into a weird parallel dream-like world during her 

fifteenth birthday party. Commis was excited by the potential 

adventure and was willing to overcome a few hurdles including 

the obligatory low-budget.

For Commis, it was a fascinating journey learning how to 

translate what was on Myers’s stage into a film, and “not 
loose all the inherently great things that had already been 
created.”

Assisting and mentoring Myers in her directorial-debut came 

naturally to Commis as, apart from his television work, 

every film he has worked on has been along side a first-time 

director. “I’ve been really fortunate that I get to work with 
what I consider really interesting directors,” says Commis. 

On Girl Asleep the two collaborated together from the early 

days on the project.

“The film could have been realised in so many different 
ways, and we needed to work out the best, most flexible 
way yet also the most possible way! That was one of the 
things I had to bring to the table having had the most film 
experience.”

“There was also an early idea where it was suggested it 
would be cheaper and easier to shoot in a forest at night 
because that’s where a lot of the film takes place. Well, we 
could do that, I said, but why don’t we try and make it a 
set. It doesn’t matter if it doesn’t look ‘photorealistic’, it 
enhances the aesthetic that already exists in your work. 

Fiona Dawson, Maiah Stewardson, Grace Dawson in ‘Girl Asleep’ - PHOTO Andrew Commis ACS
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From a scene in ‘Girl Asleep’ - PHOTO Shane Reid



There was the thought that now this was film it had be more 

‘filmic’, and I was like, “no!”, let’s play up the theatricality, 

that’s our asset. That’s what you do so well.” They loved the 

idea, and it worked.

It wasn’t the first time Commis had worked with a theatre 

director making their film debut. His previous project The 

Daughter (2015) saw Commis working with Director Simon 

Stone adapting his own stage work. Whereas Stone was very 

specific in his directorial vision, working with Myers was less 

specific and more a feel. “With Stone, I would still do my 

usual thing and offer up ideas but often it wasn’t needed. 

For example I might have a coverage idea and I would 

almost be arguing for another shot, but often he knew 

exactly what he wanted and we simply didn’t need it.”

Myers, on the other hand, coming from a theatre background 

was a novice when it came to coverage. The Director and 

DOP spent a huge amount of time storyboarding the fictional 

world, “I knew half the film was going to be shot in a studio, 

so we needed to work out specifically how we wanted to 

build those sets, which are very unlike theatre sets! So 

six months or so out from production I sat Rose down for 

a couple of weeks and we storyboarded it. I particularly 

focused on drawing up the fictional worlds and suggested 

how it could play out and work as a set.”

For Commis, pre-production on Girl Asleep was really about 

‘tuning in’ to the Director. “I spent a huge amount of time, 

just hanging out and asking questions to try and get that 

insight into what might not always be obvious.” 

On Commis’ first feature Beautiful Kate (2010) he did 

something similar, “I spent two days with Rachel Ward, the 

Director, and asked her to simply go through the film with 

me and tell me what she was thinking.” Neither Commis nor 

Ward had the chance to work on a feature of their own before 

so collectively Beautiful Kate was their first. Shot on 35mm, 

Beautiful Kate went on to earn Commis a Golden Tripod at the 

ACS National Awards for Cinematography, along with the Milli 

Award of ‘Australian Cinematographer of the Year’ in 2010.

Something else that is immediately striking about the look 

of Girl Asleep is that the film is shot in 4:3 aspect ratio. 

The immediate visual interpretation of this key decision 

was to make the 1970s-set story feel somewhat vintage or 

retrospective in its appeal, “I think that’s where the impetus 

of the idea came from, because its an antiquated format.” 

“ It made you look at the  
image differently to a 

contemporary drama. “



Commis shot a test with the cast during a cast reading of 
the script, “This 4:3 thing just allowed for a beautiful 
weirdness. It made you look at the image differently to a 
contemporary drama.”

“It needed to be a bold film, it couldn’t be subtle.” Many of 
the other dramas or features that Commis has shot required 
subtlety in using an emotive effect that’s not dominating. 
“Shooting this in 4:3 allowed the effect be dominating. 
It required that, not to be natural and to be really 
heightened”. When the film is projected in cinemas it will go 
up in 1.85:1, “Hopefully they’ll bring in the curtains so you 
don’t see the hard masked black bars,” Commis says.

Variety has called Girl Asleep, ‘a blending of Napoleon 

Dynamite (2004) and Where the Wild Things Are (2009) 
by way of Wes Anderson’. These were all references says 
Commis, “There was so many in the filmmaking; Spike 
Jonze, Michel Gondry, Hal Hartley, David Lynch, the list is 
endless. There all in there and we’re not ncessarily trying to 
be subtle.” 

The Director along with Matt Whittlet, the Writer, and Jonathon 
Oxlade, the Production Designer, use so much cinema 
references in their theatre work that it’s a natural extension 

of what they do and how they tell stories. It always becomes 

their own thing though, or our own thing in this form. They’re 

fun starting points.

Commis operates on all his films, and what affected his 

camera selection on Girl Asleep was the availability of the 

MoVi Gimbal system. “The film sort of divides itself into 

two distinct styles, there’s a more formal still composition 

element where the camera doesn’t move while often action 

plays out over a long time. At other times I wanted the 

camera to be absolutely fluid and create a lot of energy and 

momentum. I knew I had to operate that.”

The Australian Cinematographers Society has an 

amazing mentorship program. A few years ago a young 

cinematography student from Melbourne called Michael 

Dearnley telephoned the ACS National President, Ron 

Johanson OAM ACS, to ask if Commis would consider being 

his career mentor. Commis agreed, and Dearnley ended up 

getting a full-time job at a rental house called Offshoot. The 

rental house had purchased a MoVi and Dearnley became 

a MoVi technician. “Every MoVi goes out with an operator 

and a technician. Me being the operator meant that I could 

get Mike Dearnley as our technician full-time on the film.” 

Bethany Whitmore in a scene from ‘Girl Asleep’ - DOP Andrew Commis ACS



Commis’ camera department were a tight unit, they only had 
one camera body. 

It also meant that they had to use a specific camera size. At 
the time of filming Girl Asleep the Alexa Mini had not been 
released, so Commis used a Red Dragon which, “was all to 
do with eronomics.”

The film’s budget meant they only had one camera body and 
over the course of the production they had to work out how 
to quickly transition from static to fluid camera and vice versa, 
“It was perhaps unrealistic at times but also crucial for our 
schedule, and the film. They got it down to an incredible 
art!” 

Girl Asleep’s camera department led by 1st AC Maxx 
Corkindale were a tight unit and Commis can’t speak highly 
enough of them. “Corkindale is a young Cinematographer 
trying to make his way who just has this freak ability to pull 
focus. I had a few recommendations to vouch for him and 
I was just so lucky to get him. Not only that but the way he 
led the team was sensational.”

Even using a modern piece of equipment like the Red Dragon, 
Commis still found old lenses which he says he tends to do 
a lot. “I found this insane set of lenses!” says Commis. 
Adelaide-based animation studio AniFex has specialised in 
clay-mation animation for over thirty years (think the Home 
Hardware and Schmakos commercials) and is home to the 

multi-award winning Richard Chataway ACS and the Milli 
Award-winning Jonathan Rossiter ACS. “They’ve got a 
couple of sets of lenses, and their ‘B-set’ are these really 
unique Japanese made Cineovision spherical lenses that 
have never left the studio, ever.” Commis asked them for 
permission to take them out of the studio and use them on 
Girl Asleep. They agreed to Commis’ delight, “It kind of put 
a slightly different spin on the Red Dragon.”

Speaking about his collaboration with Oxlade, who also 
worked on the original source play with Myers, Commis said 
he loves the collaboration on any production between the 
Production Designer and Cinematographer as “There is 
no film made with good cinematography without a good 
designer. It just doesn’t exist. If you’re talking about great 
cinematography, that also means you’re talking about great 
design.” During pre-production, Commis and Oxlade would 
talk colours, discuss locations and even built sets in miniature 
to try to work them out.“Our collaboration was amazing. It 
was a beautiful process,” he says.

“Working out how to light some of this stuff was quiet a 
challenge,” Commis says. They were shooting in old South 
Australian Film Corporation studios in the suburbs of Adelaide 
with unusually low ceilings (six metres). The ceilings also 
weren’t load-bearing, which meant Commis couldn’t hang any 
lighting from above. “Then we put a forrest in there, with at 
least a hundred fake trees, ranging in height from 4 to 6 

A scene from ‘Girl Asleep’ - DOP Andrew Commis ACS
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metres.” Commis laughs, “Firstly I’ve set myself a challenge 
of creating a plausible forest, but then I’ve also gone ‘Shit, 
how do you light that?”

Commis came up with a solution. He rimmed the perimeter 

of the studio with fluorescent lights, “If you’re shooting on 
digital, you can get away with low-light.” Commis then had 

his Gaffer Robertto Karas purchase hundreds of feet of rope-

light, “This became the ambience of the forest, and gave 
me the freedom to move the camera around. It was an epic 
challenge,” he says.

“I was tyring to light the forest in a way that wasn’t too 
source driven, I didn’t want to say where the light was 
coming from, it just exists. We were also reusing the same 
bit of studio forest over and over so I wanted it to feel never 
ending in a way. It’s a dreamscape, so I took advantage of 
that.”

Girl Asleep is a very colourful film, both thematically and reality. 

On grading the picture Commis mentions that it was more 

about ‘managing colour’ a lot of the time than creating it. 

“The Red [Dragon], as I’ve discovered, is more volatile than 
the Alexa. You’d shift an exposure and the colour would just 
skew, whereas the Alexa colour is a bit more linear.”

With the expertise of the film’s Colourist, Marty Pepper at 

Kojo, the pair spent time trying to “Rangle back some colour, 
whereas the Alexa colour is a bit more linear.” This meant 

that the grade was more of a technical exercise. Commis also 
made sure that their Production Designer would attend to 
supervise some of the sessions, “Oxlade is a colour genius”, 
says Commis.

“ The things I’ve turned down  
to do my grade! “

On grading in general, Commis feels like the job of a 
Cinematographer isn’t completed until the grade. “For me, 
I’m there every day of the grade. I block out my schedule. 
The things I’ve turned down to do my grade!” He explains 
that “The grade is where you get to shape everything, where 
you get to complete the story telling.” 

While the coming-of-age films are common, Girl Asleep 
breathes new life into the genre. Currently screening to much 
acclaim at festivals around the world, this stage-to-screen 
gem, with its musical numbers and stylised humour, is an 
perfect illustration of creative filmmaking at its best. 

The film was released theatrically in Australia on 8 September 
and then opens in over twenty US cities in late September, 
with a UK release to follow.

James Cunningham is the Editor  

of Australian Cinematographer.

 A scene from ‘Girl Asleep’ - DOP Andrew Commis ACS
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DEFYING GRAVITY
Star Trek Beyond, the next installment in the globally 

popular franchise created by Gene Roddenberry returns  
with Director Justin Lin (The Fast and the Furious franchise)  
and Australian Cinematographer Stephen Windon ACS ASC 

(The Fast and Furious: Tokyo Drift, Fast Five,  
Fast and Furious 6, Furious 7) at the helm.

- interview by Lindsay Coleman



AC There is an amazing shot in Star Trek Beyond  
 where the visual effect of the Enterprise crashing 

is seen from Kirk’s perspective and we see his reflection 

in the window of the shuttle which he is staring out 

of. It’s amazing because it looks like a film’s reflection 

superimposed on a CGI shot. How did you achieve that?

SW That was a multiple pass shot. We shot it on the set  
 of the Enterprise. Then we shot with Pine in the same 

position, black duvateen there so we could get 100% of his 

reflection, of his face. He would re-perform it very precisely 

and given the slight blur of the reflection any small differences 

would not be noticed. Then we shot a background plate, 

another pass with a blue screen. We had the background of 

the bridge, then did a camera move vertically, then the pod 

was still in-situ, then we did a black screen behind it, then a 

blue screen.  

AC Were there budgetary constraints placed on Star  
 Trek Beyond?

SW No, not really. I believe the budget for Star Trek Beyond  
 was lower than Star Trek Into Darkness (2013), and 

slightly higher than Star Trek (2009).

AC What’s your position having to go to bat for a  
 particular shot, for a particular budget?

SW In the end you have a certain vision in mind. As a  
 Director of Photography, or any head of department 

for that matter, in making a film there are budget battles. Of 

course you have a responsibility, If you have a process, a 

technique or methodology which can enhance your vision and 

makes sense to the story you are telling, then your Producers 

will back you.

One time on a film I stood on a parking garage rooftop 

location at night in downtown Atlanta with the prospect of a 

week of shooting there. It was purely impractical, logistically, 

plus beyond the top floor of this parking deck the Visual 

Effects team were to replace the whole city skyline to Los 

Angeles. 

Granted this film had a decent budget, however my advice to 

the Producers was to never shoot the scene on location but 

shoot it against blue screen but inside a stage at ground level 

where we weren’t exposed to weather elements and location 

restrictions, and continuity could be maintained. The only 

assets the rooftop provided visually was a concrete surface 

with parking bays painted on it, six overhead lights stands 

and a steel railing around the perimeter. The art department 

mimicked these on stage. The set was surrounded by a 360 

degree blue screen and Los Angeles plates were keyed into 

the background.

The five days originally scheduled to shoot on location 

became three days because we didn’t need to set up the 

massive lighting rigs each night. In the end, happy Producer, 

happy Director, and very happy Director of Photography!

AC Did you use filters for the alien landscapes of the  
 film?

SW I tend to shoot most images clean. As far as ‘look’  
 is concerned, I do a lot of what I want utilising DaVinci 

Resolve on set, and later in the DI. On the bridge of the 

Enterprise though we really went back to the 1980s and I shot 

using Pro-Mist filters. Every specular light in the frame, that 

could blind the lens, would have a little halo on it. We put a lot 

of the sets on motion bases.  
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AC You mean like gimbals?

SW Correct, like gimbals. With them we could have  
 moments where the saucer part of the ship is banking 

and we could have cast running along a wall, or even ceilings. 

There’s a lot of set rotation as well, these huge 180 foot sets, 

sets being rotated by these huge steel rotisseries.  

AC Like Inception (2010)?

SW Exactly. So challenges with having the light integrated  
 and travelling with it. 

AC Were you using Technocranes on the set?

SW Yes, particularly on the bridge of the Enterprise.  
 Where the view screen was we could push in 50 

foot Technocranes through there. We would poke the 

Technocranes through the end of these gimballed sets. We 

would even go old-school, Camera Operators strapped in, 

hand-held, and rotate with it.  There’s a lot of that stuff.

AC Its come a long way from just shaking the camera!

SW Absolutely. I really believe in selling the physical realism  
 and plausibility of the shot.  On Furious 7 (2015) there 

were shots of the actors in the cars falling to earth, falling out 

of aeroplanes. I wanted to shoot with the actors on a motion 

base with the car up in the air, tilted near vertical, pointing at 

the ground and have the Special Effects Team shake the car.

AC You can’t deny gravity.

SW You can’t deny gravity! You get all the visual in a shot,  
 actors hair falling forward, a necklace tilting, straps from 

their seat harness.

AC Scotty (Simon Pegg) coming out of the escape pod  
 as it goes over the cliff, did you ramp up or down 

frame rates?

SW The Director wanted this as a ‘oner’, We did a simple  
 light reveal, as though the hatch of the pod were 

coming off. It was a piece of black cloth, which we then just 

pulled out of the way as Scotty pantomimed pushing the 

hatch cover upwards for the light reveal. It’s amazing how 

simple those things can be. The expensive item was putting 

the pod on a sliding rig, then tipping hydraulically into a 

vertical position then disappearing out of frame.  

AC So the elements are real?

SW Yes, and that’s how Lin likes it. It’s very much a Fast  
 and Furious thing, there are key things we do 

practically. Let’s practically shake the cast in the ships, 

practically pull Scotty out, even if he’s on a wire, and have him 

grab a real ledge, even though it is on a sound stage. He is 

thirty feet up in the air when he grabs it, with the blue screen 

below.

AC You can tell those dimensions are present because  
 of the move itself. Was that your intention?

SW Yes. I like to put the camera in the computer utilising  
 the art department 3D renderings of a set, then design 

the camera move in collaboration with the Art Director and 

Production Designer. From this we can determine what set 

pieces need to be constructed. With this information we can 
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“ I really believe in selling 
the physical realism and  
plausibility of the shot. “

Anton Yelchin plays Chekov and Chris Pine plays Kirk in Star Trek Beyond  
- DOP Stephen Windon ACS ASC, PHOTO Kimberley French





then establish how much space we need around the set for 
grip and light rigging. My Rigging Gaffer will do lighting plans 
and from this budgets can be allocated for every set. We shot 
that at the Dubai Sound Stages as they had ninety foot high 
stages. We put a fifty foot Technocrane on a twenty foot steel 
deck to achieve the move.  

AC In Furious 7 there is a CG shot of the cars jumping  
 from one building to another in the Dubai 

sequence. It is a gorgeous shot, but really calls attention 
to itself.

SW There are several shots in this sequence that were part- 
 practical, we launched cars through glass panels and 

photographed them from multiple angles and different camera 
speeds and shot on our backlot in Atlanta. Background plates 
which were shot in Abu Dhabi by Marc Spicer ACS were 
added to backgrounds, with visual effects augmentation. 
There are some shots, especially one where the Lykan 
HyperSport car is flying toward camera which is completely 
computer animation.  

AC Seamus McGarvey BSC ASC (The Hours) said on  
 The Avengers (2012) the spill from the blue screen 

was actually helpful to convey blue skies outside of the 
window of the carrier ships.  

SW 99% of what I have shot with chroma screens, at least  
 for a daytime environment, on the Fast films and on 

Star Trek Beyond have been shot with blue screen. If I am 
going to have reflective contamination of the chroma screen 
- which is inevitable with screens so big - I would rather it 
be blue, which in our case by design, be replaced, by a blue 
sky anyway. I agree with McGarvey. I prefer if possible to use 
the chroma screen which is close to your final colour. For the 

‘cars don’t fly’ sequence in Furious 7 it was blue screen, blue 

screen, blue screen.

AC How did you go about desaturating the image on  
 the planet?

SW That’s really only in the trailer which, due to a schedule  
 conflict, I didn’t get to time.  

AC Kirk (Chris Pine) on the motorbike, did you follow  
 him with a crane?

SW We used an Edge Arm. Same as John Seale AM ACS 
ASC and David Burr ACS used on Mad Max: Fury Road 

(2015). Same as the one we used on all the Fast films, as well 

as Cable Cam.

AC How influential do you feel Mad Max: Fury Road  
 has been in action filmmaking, especially on the 

kind of films you make?

SW It was my favourite action film of the last decade!  
 Without a doubt. My jaw dropped. To me it’s so 

creative, so sensational, I can scarcely fathom the work and 

imagination which went into it.

AC Was the Edge Arm you or second unit?

SW A bit of both, half and half. We designed tow-rigs so we  
 could pull Pine around. We would mount the 

motorcycle handle bars to match his on the bike onto four 

wheel quad bikes, then film him on the quad bikes for 

closeups. He was totally safe and would not tip over. Second 

unit did some cable-cam shots for me, following the bike. 

There were a few days of second unit work there. Bruce 

McCleary was a genius, he shot second unit.  There’s not a 
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lot of second unit on Star Trek Beyond, because the cast is so 

big. We call second unit the Visual Effects Unit.  

AC What was your resolution?

SW Alexa open gate, which is 3.4K. I shot anamorphic, but  
 we didn’t do the lens flares of the past two films. That’s 

very much an Abrams-Mindel (J.J. Abrams and Dan Mindel 

BSC ASC) look. We did not want to rain on their parade. 

However, I did one scene which was a homage to blue lens 

flare.  

AC Have you embraced using small cameras such as  
 GoPros or similar for action shots?

SW Yes, lately I have been working with the Black Magic  
 Micro 4/3rds. The GoPro is a well-deserved success 

story on its own. The problem with the GoPro is the lack 

of interchangeability of the lenses. As soon as you cut to a 

GoPro you know it was shot on a GoPro. You are restricted 

by that 127 degree field of view. It can take you out of the film.  

Also, whenever I think GoPro I think Top Gear. They don’t 

have twenty grips! Having said that, there is a place for very 

small cameras. It’s not about mounting them. Whether it’s 

about running down a corridor with them, or mounting them 

on someone’s helmet, there’s a lot exciting things happening 

with small cameras, especially with the resolutions and the 

lens options now in the mix. 

AC The moving hard light for the cockpit interiors on  
 Star Wars: The Force Awakens (2015) also features 

in Star Trek Beyond.

SW Yes, there’s a lot of moving light. There’s a lot of  
 interactive stuff which comes through the port window.

AC How much did you move them around?

SW We moved them around a lot. We put most of the  
 lights on camera cranes. You get where there is no light 

then the light would suddenly transition in, then disappear, 

then suddenly come back. We’d often have multiple cranes 

going. In the corridors, under red alert, I wanted the light to 

be moving through the corridors like a shockwave. That’s the 

good thing about LEDs. You can have a six foot band of light 

moving through like a wave and continually cycling through, 

or it would be coming at you. You can have an actor running 

at the camera and a wave of light moving over them in the 

opposite direction. There’s a lot of programming time, getting 

my dimmer guys in there in the days before a sequence, 

working it out.

AC What would you say is the affinity of the Alexa for  
 LEDs?

SW They do click very well. Not just the LEDs. The Alexa is  
 such a yummy, creamy sensor. 

Jayla (Sofia Boutella) in a scene from ‘Star Trek Beyond’ - DOP Stephen Windon ACS ASC

A scene from ‘Star Trek Beyond’ - DOP Stephen Windon ACS ASC
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Sofia Boutella plays Jaylah and Simon Pegg plays Scotty in ‘Star Trek Beyond’ - DOP Stephen Windon ACS ASC, PHOTO Kimberley French
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effects shots shots have ‘designed’ lens aberrations and 

imperfections added.

AC Sofia Boutella who plays Jaylah, her makeup is  
 very, very white. Do did you light for that?

SW Yes. I dealt with that where if I key lit from a given side.  
 The Director was always flexible in allowing me to stage 

the characters to put them in the best light if they were in a 

group.  

“ Breaking cameras?  
That’s what we do. “

AC The light intensity is down on the bridge set. Why?

SW I think we generally wanted things to be visually darker  
 than the previous two films. But it is still the Enterprise. 

I went down in exposure across the board. We changed every 

light fixture in the consoles and wall from incandescent lights, 

or kino flows, to LEDs. It took something crazy like 5000 man 

hours to change 4000 channels of light. I also wanted much 

more movement in the light, things blinking, just really having 

the light moving more.  

AC Was that an influence from the classic films?

SW The original Star Trek (1966-1969) television series  
 and the early films did not have any movement. I felt we 

needed more movement from the lights, not just in the light 

fixtures but in all the consoles that the Enterprise crew were 

using. Especially when under ‘red alert’.  

AC When you were producing shade for virtual sets did 
 you do it in camera, or in the DI?

SW If there needed to be shade created for a building, or a  
 spaceship passing over, I’d put it in there.   

AC Would you favour that over the DI?

SW Yes, definitely. Moving a light I cannot do in the DI  
 anyway. I do it or the Visual Effects Unit does it. I prefer 

to do it. There’s plenty of moments where shadows fall on 

people in this film and we do it practically.  

AC There is a lot of makeup for characters in the new  
 film. A problem with the resolution is people can 

see it’s makeup. How do you deal with that?

SW That is one of the biggest tests of pre-production.  
 Our makeup effects team would prepare an alien. We 

would put them in front of the Alexa. We would put them in 

different lighting conditions, then we would take them outside 

and shoot them in natural light. That was really intensive. We 

would do one alien and there would be twelve different looks 

before we came up with something that was right on. It’s 

very complicated. Often what they’d use in their application, 

or in the prosthetics… a subtle change could make a huge 

difference.  

AC On the Furious films your lens is often getting  
 blasted with light. Are you okay with that?

SW I’m okay with this if it works for the shot, I don’t like  
 protecting for things like lens flaring if it make a shot 

‘dirty’. If it hits the lens, its real! Of course I would need to 

control the light if it is a continuity thing. Some of our visual 

Chris Pine plays Kirk in ‘Star Trek Beyond’ - DOP Stephen Windon ACS ASC, PHOTO Kimberley French
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AC I can tell that going with the Pro Mists you were  
 going against the flaring look of the first two films. 

Was that a conscious move against the previous style?

SW No, it was just something we wanted to go with. It just  
 gave us our own specular look.  It’s also a throwback 

to the softness of the television series. It’s still sharp, but 

really an older lens look. Any action I shot at 90 degrees or 60 

degrees shutter.  

AC You shot Episode Nine of The Pacific (2009) and  
 really achieved great resolution even with a fairly 

monochromatic look. What were you working with?

SW That was 5919, for night and interiors, daylight stock  
 was 5207 for day exteriors. 35 millimetre. We got 

special effects to ring the quarry with smoke so that it would 

haze the sun. That is probably what you are seeing.

AC I would argue on The Pacific you were able to break 
away from the influence of both Saving Private Ryan 

(1998) and The Thin Red Line (1998). Would you agree?

SW Perhaps so. The Pacific had a different tone than those  
 great films, completely different in style… the style 

comes out of so many things but most important is the 

narrative. The Director of Episode Nine, Tim van Patten (The 

Wire, The Sopranos, Boardwalk Empire), was a fantastic 

storyteller. He was never the guy to tell you where to put the 

camera. He let me have real autonomy with the photography. 

He would never use the video village Director’s station. He 

would always stay by the cameras and occasionally glance at 

the small on-board monitors mounted on top of the Arricams. 

Something I have not seen for a decade or two.

AC What’s your attitude towards the camera. Are you  
 not not worried about hurting it?

SW No, not worried. Breaking cameras? That’s what we  
 do. If we don’t put the camera in a sacrificial position 

then the shot is not interesting. We have designed a whole 

lot of interesting rigs over the years. We’ve used fenders 

from boats either side of an Alexa camera so regardless of 

what happens the camera is safe. It’d be on skip plates. The 

camera doesn’t get damaged at all, even if a car crashes into 

it, or slides by it. 

AC How did you light through the ship windows in Star  
 Trek Beyond? Was it a green screen with directional 

light coming in? 

SW Yes, a lot of that stuff was interactive light.  

AC Did you use LEDs?

SW Yep, also Maxi Bruts bounced off ultra bounce white  
 fabric illuminating back into the set. 90% of the movie 

is LEDs. Whether from the view screen or the control panels.  

AC Have LEDs become more economical since Gravity  
 (2013)?

SW They’re still expensive. However the functionality of  
 them is a big timesaver. On Fast 8 we are using less gel 

stock than ever. I’ve hardly seen a roll of gel, because we can 
dial a colour temperature in easily with the LEDs. That’s been 
fantastic. 

AC There’s presumably a lot of set extension. How  
 does your lighting translate?

SW Yes, there is set extension, but visual effect people just  
 translate my lighting design into their world. I set the 

look, then they follow that into the extension.  

AC Do you have particular views about where set  
 extension should kick in?

SW It was something the Visual Effects Supervisor Peter  
 Chiang and myself spend a lot of time discussing. We 

figured out the best approach, the best technique. It was also 
based on discussing how best to illuminate things, whether 
something is illuminated by an explosion, and so on.

“ It just gave us our own 
specular look. “

AC Did you have much in the way of sky replacements  
 in the film?

SW There were a lot of sky replacements in the Yorktown  
 sequence, the futuristic space station. That’s the one 

with all of the multi-level arms. We would shoot all of our 
ground based work in Dubai, then these other arms were 
created and were sky replacement in effect. There was sky 
replacement on one of the other planets, and again that was 
things which the Director and I looked at conceptual art, and 
asked if the sky would be better with an amber tone, or a 
greener tone. We would shoot tests to determine the look.  

AC For the torchlight scenes in the film did you use  
 smoke, and what was your exposure range?

SW Yes, I did use smoke. Some of those scenes were so  
 underexposed, that’s where the Alexa is really nice. The 

blacks stay really dark. Working with available light is what the 
Alexa is really, really good at.  

AC Would you stick with it for future projects?

SW Not necessarily. There is the right sensor, resolution and  
 film stock for every project. 

AC Would you go back to film?

SW Hmm. Highly unlikely.

Lindsay Coleman is an author, film academic and  

         contributor to Australian Cinematographer.
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DUTCH COURAGE
Director of Photography Peter Holland ACS discusses 

the challenges of shooting crime thriller StartUp, 
based around illegal funding, a Haitian-gang and the FBI.

- by Meredith Emmanuel and Harry Stranger



Peter Holland ACS has spent the larger part of 2016 calling 
Puerto Rico home. His work on Sony Picture Television’s new 
series StartUp has thrown him into one of the most ambitious 
shoots he has ever attempted. For the man who lensed Seal 

Team Six: The Raid on Osama Bin Laden (2012), Complicity 
(2013) and Drunktown’s Finest (2014), StartUp is the 
Cinematographer’s first step into episodic television drama.

The crime thriller focuses around GenCoin, a digital currency 
developed by a gang of misfits comprising boutique financier 
Nick Talman (Adam Brody), IT genius Izzy Morales (Otmara 
Marrero) and Haitian gangster Ronald Dacey (Edi Gathegi). 
Backed by dubious money that Nick’s father has entrusted to 
him, the shady currency becomes the target of FBI agent Phil 
Rask (Martin Freeman). The series will begin playing on Sony’s 
online streaming network, Crackle, on 6 September.

“The project came to me through my wonderful agent Dan 
Burnside at DDA in Los Angeles,” Holland says. “Dan has 
been very active in getting me meetings on shows and this 
was the first one that really stood out. The writing just blew 
me away; I was enthralled from the very beginning.”

Despite being set in Miami, principal photography for StartUp 
took place in Puerto Rico over a five-and-a-half-month period. 
Pre-production began in December 2015, continued into 
January 2016. It was a whirlwind of scouting and production 
meetings. 

“I think we only had three full episodes written when we 
kicked off principle photography in late January. The show 
was unusual in that; no pilot had been shot, we were green 
lit from the start, and we began shooting the pilot/episode 
#1 all on a normal production schedule.”

This meant Holland had much to prepare for, both 
professionally as well as mentally and physically. “I decided 
it was important for me to be very considerate of my health 

and wellness. I always lose some weight when shooting a 

drama – basically I think I forget to eat – but I think my 

regimen helped me survive this particular journey.”

To shape the look of the series, Holland worked carefully with 

primary Director, Writer and showrunner Ben Ketai to develop 

every element of his concept. “During pre-production it was 

almost impossible to get quality time with Ketai during work 

hours, he was so in demand. He was still writing the scripts 

and was needed in every department.”

However, Ketai and Holland managed to snatch every 

opportunity they could to discuss the show’s visual style 

and aesthetic. They often met early in the morning before 

production meetings, or late, after everyone had left. 

“Ketai had a very strong vision for the show even before I 

arrived. He wanted City of God (2002) in Miami. During 

our wonderful sessions together, storyboarding and throwing 

around ideas and aesthetics, we agreed on a crazily kinetic, 

entirely hand-held camera choreography style.”

The two put an emphasis on being able to run with the 

camera, improvising during takes and giving overall liberty 

to the camera to move as freely in as many directions as 

possible. 

“We were willing to embrace practical lighting as much 

as possible and not be beholden to ‘pretty lighting’ or 

‘accepted’ skin tones. We determined to embrace silhouette 

and mixed colour temperatures.”

This shooting style created some incredibly challenging 

scenarios for Holland. “One of hardest shots I’ve ever 

achieved in my career was in episode one of this show. It’s 

a five-minute long, daytime interior/exterior, 18mm lens, 

hand-held, single-shot scene.

Peter Holland ACS on the set of ‘StartUp’ - PHOTO Jon Michael Mooney
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“We started up on a tiny, dark little squat house in the 
Miami favela of Little Haiti. The scene is the introduction 
to Ronald our Haitian Gangster, one of our four main 
protagonists. The camera starts on a close up of Ronald in 
his bedroom, we then follow and lead him all through his 
house, as he interacts with his family members. A fellow 
gang member knocks at the door, we follow Ronald outside 
in the middle of a blisteringly sunny day, the camera then 
races round the two gangsters as they stride down the 
street. We accompany them to an abandoned property, the 
camera wheels around, over Ronald and his henchman. He 
then leads the camera into a dark, dungeon-like abandoned 
building where we finally end the shot over Ronald on an 
medium close up of a rival gang member chained to a chair 
having his crown jewels burnt off by a blow torch.”

“ It’s a five-minute long, daytime 
interior/exterior, 18mm lens, 

hand-held, single-shot scene. “
“We had to light two interiors, one where we move 360 
degrees multiple times. We also saw the exteriors of both 
buildings. We had to hide the lighting out of shot, and place 
it so we never saw a camera shadow. I had two seven-stop 
iris pulls and all the other myriad demands that go into 
creating such a one-shot scene.”

“I can quite honestly say that by take seventeen, I was just 
about shattered. I can only guess how my Operator Jon 
Michael Mooney or our brilliant Focus Puller Rafi Rivera 
felt.”

“But we pulled it off and I am so proud of that shot. 
Ketai and I felt it was the only way to introduce Ronald’s 

character and we would not shoot any ‘safe coverage.’ He 
stuck to his guns, and the shot is there in the pilot, in all its 
glorious, one-shot entirety!”

These requirements demanded a camera that could keep 

up with Holland’s insane shooting style. On top of that, Sony 

required true 4K for its streaming service. His initial choice, 

the Panasonic Varicam V35, was ruled out due to lack of 

availability in Puerto Rico. Alexa followed because of the lack 

of true 4K, leaving Red and Sony F55, with the latter winning 

out. 

Holland paired the Sony F55 with Zeiss Super Speed MkIII 

lenses. “I tested myriad lenses. I really wanted to embrace 
flares and blooming, as well as shooting at a T2-2.5 stop 
generally. The combination of Sony and Super Speeds was 
agreed by Ketai and myself to give us the best aesthetic for 
the show,” he says.

He originally intended to utilise #85 correction filters, which he 

has used previously on Alexa cameras. “I set the camera to 
3200K and let the filter do the adjustment. The result was 
subtle, but endearing.”

“I then had a barmy notion to test non-correction filters 
instead. I put in Corals, Sepias, Tobaccos, Antique Suedes 
and a bunch of others all with interesting results, but 
nothing really stuck. Just by accident I was shooting some 
tests on the beach with the camera set at 4200k, and voila! 
The Director and I both loved it.”

The typical day on-set proved to be anything but. Holland and 

his crew often worked on multiple scenes from a huge array of 

episodes. 

The crew also had to contend with the fact that main star 

Martin Freeman needed to return to the UK for production on 

Season Four of Sherlock in the middle of shooting. As well as 

Ronald (Edi Gathegi) from the series ‘StartUp’ - PHOTO Sony Pictures Television
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this, a second Director, Luis Prieto, was hired to shoot four 
episodes. This gave 1st AD Joel Nishime intense scheduling 
challenges.

“The call sheets were interesting and often a mighty tome,” 
Holland says. “Usually 8-10 pages a day and with scenes 
from up to five different episodes listed for the day, and 
often with the two different directors, leap frogging each 
other throughout.” 

“It would seem the most efficient and in fact the only way 
to handle the scheduling requirements, but continually 
swapping between directors was terribly difficult.”

Holland’s crew were not only supportive, but in many 
instances ingenious. “Most of the crew are local to 
Puerto Rico, with the exception of J.M Mooney, who’s an 
exceptionally talented Operator from Los Angeles. They are 
native Spanish speakers, so when they say bad things about 
me, I’m blissfully unaware.”

“My Gaffer, Manuel Tyson Cintron, was outstanding too. 
Because of the block shooting, lack of scripts in pre-
production and me being the only DOP on the show, I’d 
often turn up to shoot a location I’d never even scouted. 
This man saved my bacon on a more than regular basis and 
I’m deeply indebted to him.”

Holland recalls how, in one instance, Cintron was able to rig 
around the fourth storey of a warehouse in Old San Juan to 
control the amount of sunlight coming through the windows. 

“His plan to control the direct sun, moving around the 
building during the day, to rig two sandwiched layers of 
triple-stop nets, hung from pulleys, around three sides of 
the building. They were controlled by ropes and pulleys 
from the ground.”

“ We believe that StartUp  will 
be at the very beginning of that 

conversation. “
“In a moment’s notice, we could have 1.5 or three stops 
of light cut from any of the glass brick walls. It saved me 
having to introduce a mega amount of firepower inside to 
compensate for the direct sun.”

There was no typical day shooting StartUp. Holland needed to 
hit the ground running every day - plan for the scenes ahead, 
get the rigging crew started way ahead of the camera unit and 
most of the time “just about pull it off.” 

Fortunately, his Australian training in film making helped 
prepare him for this visceral style of shooting. “I actually 
came to Australia from London, UK when I was in my late 
20s,” he recalls. 



Martin Freeman on a helipad roof at night in ‘StartUp’, frame is a homage to Australian artist Jeffery Smart - DOP Peter Holland ACS

“I intended to backpack my way back to London, starting 
in Sydney, probably spending a few years doing it. But my 
plan got scuppered when I fell in with a great bunch of 
people in Sydney, who were all film makers. I was totally 
inspired by them and ended up making my own short film 
on 16mm. It was a steep learning curve. I did everything 
but act in the film. I cut the film on a borrowed Steenbeck, 
and eventually it was shown at a few festivals and did rather 
okay. I realised the cinematography was by far the part I 
liked the most in the making of this film and decided then, 
that that was what I was going to pursue.”

Holland went on to graduate with a Masters Degree in 
Cinematography from the Australian Film, Television Radio 
School in 2002 and formally began his career as an assistant 
on The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert (1994), 
Babe (1995) and its sequel Babe: Pig in the City (1998), The 
Matrix trilogy (1999–2003) and Moulin Rouge (2001).

He was the recipient of an ACS Gold Award in 2013 for 
Seal Team Six: The Raid on Osama Bin Laden and a 
Silver Award that same year for the mini-series Better Man 
(2013). A leading industry practitioner and expert in digital 
cinematography, Holland took home the ACS Gold Award for 
Features-Cinema for his work on the feature Gabriel (2007), 
one of the decade’s top-grossing Australian films. He also 
shot The Nothing Men in (2010) on the Red One camera, 
making him one of the first persons to do so.

StartUp is produced by Critical Content and Hollywood Gang 
Productions. Tom Forman, Andrew Marcus, Ray Ricord, 

Gianni Nunnari and Shannon Gaulding all serve as Executive 
Producers. The series is written by Ben Ketai (Chosen, 
The Forest) who also serves as Executive Producer and 
Director. Adam Brody and Anne Clements (Cleaners) serve as 
Producers.

“Given the major impact and influence that technology 
has had on society, it’s no wonder it has become its own 
character on television with various dramas and comedies 
trying to recreate it, however, there will be a much broader 
picture of startup culture on our TV screens. One that 
spreads to various ‘bubbles’ in the universe, and with the 
Miami ecosystem being primed as the newest tech hub in 
the US with the highest startup density in the country. We 
believe that StartUp will be at the very beginning of that 
conversation.”

Holland is now back in Los Angeles with his wife and kids, 
excitedly awaiting the 6 September premiere of StartUp, along 
with his fans and supporters back home in Australia.

Meredith Emmanuel has over thirty years experience  

in film, television, radio and media.

Harry Stranger works with cinematographers globally and  

has written for a number of international publications.



OUT OF BODY 
EXPERIENCE

In a near-future world, where individuals have their 
memories downloaded for backup, a man awakes in a 

strange body that is not his own. Melbourne-based 
Cinematographer Hugh Turral (Hath No Man) shoots the 
science-fiction drama Restoration for the Nine Network.

- by Hugh Turral



Restoration Life Services (RLS) set at Docklands Studios in Melbourne - PHOTO Jeff Paine



Restoration is a near-future science-fi ction thriller, 
independently produced by Midnight Snack Productions. It 
revolves around Oliver (Grant Cartwright), a smart up-market 
lawyer who, under some pressure from his boss (Craig 
McLachlan), agrees to have his memories backed up on a 
routine basis by a company called Restoration Life Services 
(RLS). In the event of death, those memories can be uploaded 
into a new body. Oliver awakes from his ‘snapshot’ to fi nd 
that he inhabits another body, that of Gavin Worth (Stephen 
Carracher), a self-made man with a shady past. He fi nds 
he is able to do many things that he could not in his own 
original body, such as box and play jazz piano. He agonisingly 
realises that he is not the only Oliver in the world. In his quest 
to be reunited with ‘his’ family he manipulates Emma (Nadia 
Townsend), an RLS technician to assist him.

Originally conceived as a web series with three fi fteen minute 
episodes, Restoration morphed into a fi lm that covers a 
broadcast hour and premiered on the Nine Network last 
month, followed by the streaming service Stan.

The making and distribution of the fi lm is a testament to 
the generous spirit of many individuals and organisations 
within the Australian fi lm industry and the talent and tenacity 
of Stuart Willis (Director), Toby Gibson (Producer) and Lisa 
Cookson (Design Director), particularly in navigating the post-
production marathon.

The fi lm’s theme is about identity; about what distinguishes 
our individual thoughts, emotions and sub-conscious memory 
and abilities. This gives the audience a different perspective 
from recent science-fi ction fi lms such as Ex-Machina (2015), 
which are more about what it is to be human.

The Director and myself had worked on three projects prior 
to Restoration. Around the end of 2013, Willis started sharing 
a number of scripts, from which Restoration (co-written with 
Matthew Clayfi eld) emerged as the most achievable, and also 
closest to Willis’ long-time love affair with science-fi ction. Willis 
and Gibson also had developed other projects but this was 
the fi rst time Gibson and I worked together. I had worked very 
happily with the art/production design team (Cookson with 
Jackie Miller) on a number of different projects.

The production was partly fi nanced via a Kickstarter campaign 
with the remainder coming from the production team’s own 
resources. We received enormous contributions in kind from 
goods and services providers including Docklands Studios, 
Cutting Edge (rushes), Con Mancuso and Andrew Lock 
(studio lighting gear), TriPoint (rigging), Fluid Motion (a drone), 
Audi (an Audi R8), and a smashing volunteer crew. A large 
proportion of the money we raised was needed for the set 
build. 

From the outset, for fi nancial reasons, we intended to shoot 
on RED 4K, as we had done on our previous three projects. 
Gibson tried hard to bump us up the queue to get the Dragon 
sensor installed in my Scarlet MX, even approaching USA, UK 
and India offi ces separately. In the end the upgrade was done 
a couple of months after principal photography, and so the 
main shoot was completed in Red MX 4K and the the pick-
ups were done in Dragon 5K.

Since much of the fi lm was to be shot at night I was 
concerned about noise in the blacks, particularly in the blue 
channel. I had read in American Cinematographer Magazine 
that Jeff Cronenweth used an 80d fi lter on Girl with a Dragon 

Tattoo (2011), to limit blue noise, so I did a series of tests with 
80c and 80d fi lters, and looked at them with colourist Dee 
McClelland using Cutting Edge’s Resolve. She demonstrated 
very clearly that she could do a better job cleaning the blacks 
from the unfi ltered footage so we opted not to use them. In 
order to protect the black detail a bit, we shot at T2.8 closed 
2/3 in the studio and on location, although occasionally 
we had to open up, for example in night tracking shots. 
Although we have control of the image through meta data, 
we did not normally capture at an ISO greater than 800. We 
set tint and colour temperature in camera. I like to play with 
both for recording and then adjust to something different in 
post as part of a pre-defi ned look, but this can be confusing 
if not well-documented, even with sample stills that have 
appropriate meta-data.

We tested Master Primes, which I was very keen to use, 
particularly for the shadow detail and tone gradation in low 
light conditions. Despite a very good offer, we were unable 
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Emma (Nadia Townsend) gets her daughter back in a scene from ‘Restoration’ - DOP Hugh Turral



to afford them. The classic low-budget fi lm tension between 
lighting and lenses. We used my set of Red Pro Primes. We 
particularly liked the 21mm for its fi eld of view, clarity and 
minimal distortion and the 27mm as a companion. It became 
a running joke on set that, when framing up, we would fi nd 
that a ’21 or 27 would have been ideal!’ In the end, we 
predominately shot on the 25mm in studio.

“ The classic low-budget 
fi lm tension between 
lighting and lenses. “

Pre-production started gently, seven or eight months ahead 
of shooting in August 2014. With most of the production 
meetings held at my house; involving all the creative and 
production departments. Background reading included 
writings on conscious and sub-conscious memory, cryogenic 
preservation, robotics and bio-engineering. There was a 
long list of reference, ranging from The Killing of a Chinese 

Bookie (1976) to Strange Days (1995), and from Zodiac (2007) 
through to the British television series Black Mirror (2011-). 

Some years back I thought these references to be principally 
about visual style, but often the referenced styles are 
very, very different. It later dawned on me that there are 
elements - mood, colour, texture, production design, lighting, 
performance, emotion, composition, movement, long takes 
- that excite a Director and that it is worth teasing them out 
separately and that became another feature of pre-production 
collaboration.

Willis and myself did a lot of walking around different parts of 
Melbourne, with a DSLR and a Black Magic Pocket Camera, 
both to fi nd locations, lighting and tone, and to experiment 
with blocking for many scenes. Gibson together with Cookson 
and with some valued assistance from Screen Victoria made 
great use of Airbnb and other on-line services and images to 
fi nd key locations, after which we would descend as a group, 
take photographs and measurements and also test possible 

blocking options. We often fi lmed the rudimentary staging in 
this way before translating them into fl oor plans using the Shot 
Designer app. We did not make great use of story boards 
for this fi lm and the majority of the boards were ‘key frames’ 
rather than full sequences. The fi nal plans for the layout of 
the Restoration Life Services (RLS) set at Docklands Studio 
emerged from an iterative process between design elements, 
space and test blocking.

We wanted a neo-noir look for the fi lm, especially since a lot of 
it is shot at night. At the same time we wanted it to feel more 
real than stylised. We also wanted the fi lm to be in colour, 
not black and white, and developed a palette of browns and 
greys with blue elements, in set design, clothing and at the 
locations. Inevitably there was a lot of white wall on location, 
but with our set designed by Jackie Miller, we tested different 
combinations of colour, texture and patterning on the walls of 
RLS under different lighting conditions. 

Where appropriate we planned to sneak in classic noir 
elements such as shadows and high facial contrast. To that 
end we top-lit the rooms in RLS with skirted tungsten space 
lights and coups, all attached to dimmers, so we could vary 
intensity, pattern, texture and fall off. We built LED strips into 
the walls at head and foot height to provide an edge light and 
justify some fl oor fi ll. The interior of RLS was intended to be 
windowless, with an interior lighting regime that mimics the 
outside world. There is a long corridor that features strongly 
in the early part of the story, and we built a slatted roof, lit 
by at 2K Fresnel. By varying combinations of diffusion and 
gels, we could project different artifi cial times of day and 
different strengths of shadowing on the walls and fl oors as 
noir elements. We wanted to start the scenes in RLS with a 
day-to-day but slightly uncomfortable feel, and gradually go 
darker as the tension increased, eventually to under lighting 
the actors from the fl oor in the fi nal moments within RLS.

We had intended to shoot many of the scenes in RLS with 
a wall out, to enable us to obtain a claustrophobic feel by 
shooting a wide with a longer 50mm lens set further back 
from the actors. On the day, it proved too time consuming 
to remove walls and we adjusted our approach. Dave 
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Stephen Carracher plays Gavin in a scene from ‘Restoration’ - DOP Hugh Turral



Williams, our Steadicam operator, deliberately ‘dutched’ one 
shot on the first day and we realised that slight dutch-tilts 
throughout the RLS sequences - both on Steadicam and 
hand-held - would substitute that feeling of unease that we 
had lost by having to use wider lenses. For the exterior and 
location scenes we wanted a grittier feel in street and car park 
locations, to contrast with the sleek up market interiors for 
Gavin’s flat and Oliver’s family home.

The Director liked the responsiveness of hand-held operation 
to actors’ emotions. The film begins with fairly static and 
considered movement using a slider and progresses to 
Steadicam. From the moment that Oliver wakes up in Gavin’s 
body, most of the camera movement is handheld, save for 
some shots on crane, jib, jib on dolly, wally dolly and two 
sweeping arrivals on the Steadicam in an underground 
carpark. Also one exciting sequence of drone shots inside a 
massive warehouse.

We had to shoot many scenes with VFX in mind. Willis has 
a strong background in VFX, and had plans for subtle and 
ambitious enhancements, particularly for the interior and 
exterior of RLS. When budget is limited it is difficult to get 
large exterior wides at night and so we shot them early in 
the morning or late in the afternoon, using medium sized 
HMIs for accents. We knew that we had to replace much 
of the incidental furniture in front of the Manningham City 
Council Building in Doncaster, Victoria, for the RLS exterior 
despite using a jib-shot. Cookson additionally created design 
elements and textures to be comped into the exterior shell of 
the building.

One of Restoration’s key dramatic sequences is in the final act 
and was named the ‘memory montage’. The whole sequence 
is a fast-cut blending of first person POV memories. So we 
built a helmet cam based on a Black Magic Pocket Camera 
with a PL adaptor to mount Kowa S16 12,16 and 25mm Ultra 
Speed lenses, with wireless video and wireless follow focus.

From my perspective, a Cinematographer’s job is to 
understand and visualise story. From the earliest possible 
moment to work with the Director and the Production 
Designer to find a style and approach that serves story 
and emphasises performance. Inevitably there are stylistic 
elements that you feel more comfortable with. For me, this 
is naturalistic lighting and classic cinematic movement; but 
it is the style of the film and not an individual’s style that is 
important. Once we had decided to go hand-held for much of 
the film I felt that the hand-held work should be as composed 
and well-choreographed as possible. We spent considerable 
time rehearsing fight scenes and finding moves and angles 
both with and without Stunt Coordinator Russell Frost, mostly 
in the alley way out the back of my house. There were a few 
occasions where we needed a second camera, and Mark 
Morris kindly helped us out. We preferred to shoot in parallel 
wides and close-ups at the same time so we could keep to 
our lighting plan. In the studio we used a bungee rig for the 
longer lenses in order to match the hand-held A-camera with 
wider lenses.

We had a large rotating volunteer crew in the camera 
department through production and additional photography. 
We enjoyed five different focus pullers, four seconds, three 
gaffers and three best boys. Plus a couple of good Melbourne 
DOPs taking on lighting duties in the studio. I had to call in 
all the favours I had from good people I had worked with on 
other productions and I am intensely grateful to all of them. 
Many have become good friends if they weren’t beforehand. 

“ The Director liked the 
responsiveness of hand-held 

operation to actors’ emotions. “
A great 1st AD is such a benefit and we were lucky to score 
the cool and calm James Short, who I had been fortunate 
to work with a couple of years before. The cheery Thomas 
Formosa-Doyle did the largest number of days focus pulling 
and covered us through the considerable number of additional 
days, running on to mid-2015. Willis and I were amazed at his 
skills when we were doing vehicle tracking shots in Footscray, 
at night on a Canon-Optex 200mm lens at T2 closed a third.

Kirk Daly, who pulled focus on the first three days in Studio 
likewise had a Eureka moment when we did a fairly mad, 
semi-choreographed hand-held dance for a confrontation 
between the newly awoken Gavin/Oliver and Emma (Nadia 
Townsend), the RLS technician. Chris Eon Mitskinis did the 
most days as gaffer even though he was in the process of 
transforming into camera assistant. He helped me set the 
studio lighting and performed miracles rigging and lighting the 
alley where Gavin-Oliver and Oliver fight. Luckily, we had him 
as a focus puller on the final pick up day when we re-shot the 
opening scene.

Shooting and post-production are so closely linked in digital 
capture, especially when you work with a director like Willis 
who ‘shoots for the cut’. I like to achieve a look in-camera 
as far as possible through use of lighting, camera settings 
and filters, although for Restoration this was mostly limited to 
neutral density and graduated filters. 

The original intention was to edit sequences directly after 
shooting and Cutting Edge archived our raw material 
and generated H.264 dailies, which were put on line for 
us to review. After principal photography, the production 
approached Cindy Clarkson, who had done a beautiful job 
on a short that I had shot the year before, as well as a large 
number of more well known works. We were thrilled to have 
her join the team.

Additional photography was dictated mostly by the edit and 
VFX needs. Willis had shot some great placeholder street 
scenes with Gavin using a DSLR, after the main shoot whilst, 
I was overseas. For visual continuity we redid these with the 
RED Dragon. We also needed to film some close-up stunt 
hands playing the Fender Rhodes for Gavin-Oliver’s electric 
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Cinematographer Hugh Turral (A Camera, below), Mark Morris (B Camera)  
and Tom Formosa-Doyle (Focus Puller) - PHOTO Jeff Paine  



discovery and to film Gavin’s face in exactly the same position 
as Oliver’s for morphs in various scenes and we used the 
iStop-Motion software to superimpose live capture on our 
previously recorded footage.

We had experimented with the ACES (Academy Colour 
Encoding System) workflow in a music clip and Willis was 
keen to use it again for two main reasons: 1) we had used 
three camera sensors, Red MX, Red Dragon and Black Magic 
M4/3, and 2) all the compositing was done in Nuke, which 
uses linear-to-light encoded EXR files as standard. ACES 
would allow us to unify our colour science.

Post-production has been an epic effort, particularly from 
Willis and Cookson, and from the band of VFX specialists 
that Willis leveraged to help complete subtle and compelling 
additions to key scenes. We had insufficient funds to build 
the set for RLS as high as needed, and had no roof corner 
pieces for any of the rooms or along one end of the corridor. 
We knew we could not avoid some shoot off, and that this 
would have to be ‘fixed in post’. There is some amazing roof 
replacement work, in hand-held tracking shots, that mimics 
the slatted lighting set up we used of the other, more often 
seen, end of the corridor.

The grade was done by Adrian Hauser, using Baselight at 
Cutting Edge in Sydney, who did a superb job in capturing the 
intent of our original looks and subtly improving them. Hauser 
had to contend with a different grading pathway from the 
one I tested before shooting, and we can see a small tinge of 
orange noise in some shots, derived from managing the blue 
noise through the ACES pathway. I suspect he had to work 

much harder than he should have to achieve what we wanted.

Looking back, there are a number of lessons from shooting 
Restoration. It is useful to have a properly catalogued and 
framed set of pre-production stills and to generate a formal 
meta-data document for the looks, along with graded 
reference frames to make the colourist’s job a little easier in 
case you are not available at the grade. I realised also that, 
although I understand the principles and steps in the ACES 
workflow and the Colour Decision Lists (CDLs), I need to 
learn the detail, in order to do a better job in preparation and 
on-set. Having reviewed the screener a few times recently, 
I can see where I could have added some more expressive 
framings to heighten the drama at key points without drawing 
attention to the cinematography and I make a mental note 
to be more aware of these possibilities for the future. This 
thought particularly struck me after watching Peaky Blinders 
(2013-). I find that I like Steadicam a lot more than I did 
before, and that I am more open to different possibilities for 
‘appropriate tools’ for the job.

Did I mention that we had a lot of fun? How good would it 
be if a shoot like that was happening every day! Currently, 
I am reading scripts and looking for a feature-length drama 
or series that someone is prepared to entrust to me. In the 
meantime I am working on a couple of documentary projects.

Hugh Turral is based Melbourne and has shot eighteen short films,  

a similar number of music clips and a handful of documentaries. 

Restoration is currently available on the streaming service Stan.
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Tristan Lucas (SFX), Karin Christensen (2nd AC), Gibson Gibson (Producer), Stuart Willis (Director), Thomas Formosa-Doyle 
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AUSTRALIAN SHORTS
A selection of our finest short films, recently showcased at the  

65th Melbourne International Film Festival – by James Cunningham

HOMEBODIES - Director of 
Photography: Ariel Kleiman.  
Shannon cooks dinner whilst speaking to 
a perverted stranger online. Andrew takes 

a bath wrapped in seared Christmas lights. 
What could possibly shock this estranged 
couple from their malaise? Homebodies 
features a suburban couple trying to escape 

the banality of their lives through depraved 
acts.

With cinematography by Australian Director 
and filmmaker Ariel Kleiman (Partisan), 
short film Homebodies is about being 
alone together. Kleiman’s lens delicately 
portrays a deeply isolated and disconnected 
protagonist who unsuccessfully attempts to 
transcend his disenchanted reality.

Serendipitously, in trying to escape their 
lives, this disconnected couple are brought 
together in the most banal and domestic of 
fashions. Homebodies is the third and final 
part of ‘The Despair Trilogy’ by writer/director 
Yianni Warnock, and opened the ‘Australian 
Shorts’ program at the festival earlier this 
month.

BLACK CHOOK - Director of 
Photography: Warwick Thornton.  
They were Australia’s bad days. Men killed 
men and laughed. All that was left for the 
children of the dead was to remember... if 

they had the strength. Black Chook follows 
a young man who has reluctantly begun the 
search for his identity.

From Northern Territory-based Director 
Dylan River, Black Chook stars Brendan 

Cowell (Ruben Guthrie) as a man searching 
for answers about the past, but it’s a past 
filled with bloodshed that nobody wants to 
remember or acknowledge.

Behind the camera as Director of 
Photography on Black Chook was River’s 
father Warwick Thornton, an Australian 
cinematographer, Director and Screenwriter. 
His debut feature film, Samson and Delilah 
won the Caméra d’Or at the 2009 Cannes 
Film Festival.

From the first moments of the film, 
Thornton’s extraordinary cinematography 
expertly guides the viewer through themes of 
eath and rebirth in the Bruce Pascoe-penned 
script. If you get the chance to see Black 
Chook, do so.

TRESPASS - Director of 
Photography: Ari Wegner.  A woman 
walking her dog alone in the bush has a 
strange encounter. Australian actress Mirrah 
Foulks (Animal Kingdom, Top of the Lake) 

directs his excellent and disturbing effort.

Lensed by the always amazing Ari Wegner 
(The Kettering Incident), Trespass is 
understandably simplistic in its narrative and 
theme, but it’s gorgeous to watch unfold and 

when it does it’s surprisingly resonant.

“ The film doesn’t miss 
any chance to create 

gorgeous arrangements 
of pattern, line  
and colour. ”

The film doesn’t miss any chance to create 
gorgeous arrangements of pattern, line and 
colour. Every shot is a lesson in contrast, 
composition and depth, and it’s clear that 
Wegner is one of our best cinematographers 
working today.

‘Homebodies’ - DOP Ariel Kleiman

‘Black Chook’ - DOP Warwick Thornton

‘Tresspass’ - DOP Ari Wegner
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THE DAM - Director of 
Photography: Josh Flavell.  The 
Dam tells the story of two Johns. One John 
was chief engineer, while other John poured 

the concrete, but both have remained lifelong 
friends since the building of the dam. When 
one falls ill, the other returns home from 
Capetown to Sydney.

Director Brendon McDonall (All God’s 
Creatures) and Cinematographer Josh Flavell 
(BedHead) present a strong short film with 
stunning cinematography of the Australian 
countryside. A visit to the monolith that 
defined their young lives opens a reservoir 
of loss and regret between two mature 
Australian men with hearts under siege; by 
feelings that were impounded long ago but 
can’t be contained any longer.

Flavell has an eye for arresting images, and 
his cinematography perfectly realises the 
Director’s vision. Underwater photography 
adds to the plot and is beautifully rendered. 
The Sydney-based Cinematographer and a 
graduate of AFTRS seems to be in love with 
the landscapes without detracting from the 
human drama.

THE RAVENS - Director of 
Photography: John Brawley.  More 
Australian soldiers have died from suicide 
when they returned home from service in 
Afghanistan, than who died there in combat. 

Sarah Snook (Predestination) features as the 
mother and wife of a family coping with her 
husband’s PTSD after he returns home from 
war, played by Jeremy Lindsay Taylor (Sea 
Patrol).

The Ravens’ superb cinematography is by 
John Brawley (One Hundred Bloody Acres). 
Told through the eyes of his young daughter 
(Indianna Gregg), the story looks at the 
challenges facing returning service personnel 
coping with trauma and the effects on their 
families.

The cinematography works not only to be 
visually pleasing but, more importantly, 
to thoroughly deliver an environment of 
everything the film is selling. Brawley 
flawlessly accomplishes something in 22 
short minutes that Hollywood can’t seem to 
muster up the talent or courage to do in any 
122-minute feature. Director Jennifer Perrott 
and her team have written a poignant and 
tender film about an Aussie soldier struggling 
to return to family life after war.

A TERRIBLE BEAUTY - Director 
of Photography: Shelley Farthing-
Dawe.  Olivia is creator of the life-like 
Shinjoi (Soulmate) robots, but after the 
destruction of a prototype she begins to 

question the nature of love and loss. Making 
a believable science fiction short film is hard. 
Directed by Sarah-Jane Woulahan (Acts 
of God), it’s refreshing to see such striking 
science-fiction visuals in a shorts program.

Cinematographer Shelley Farthing-Dawe 
presents a stark, crisp world inhabited by 
soft and fragile humans. The premise alone is 
enough to create high tension in its futuristic 
setting. Farthing-Dawe was able to very 
successfully and beautifully create an ultra-
modern world with minimum visual effects by 
altering mundane human perception.

Receiving its premiere screening at the 
festival, the film was produced by Anna 
Kojevnikov and Sally Storey. A Terrible 
Beauty is also one of four films selected to be 
made through Screen Australia’s ‘HotShots’ 
program.

James Cunningham is the Editor of  

Australian Cinematographer Magazine.

‘The Dam’ - DOP Josh Flavell

‘The Ravens’ - DOP John Brawley

‘A Terrible Beauty’ - DOP Shelley Farthing-Dawe
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FILM REVIEWS
Discussing the latest releases in Australian cinema from  

the 65th Melbourne International Film Festival – James Cunningham

ZACH’S CEREMONY - Filmed 
over five years, Zach’s Ceremony is an 
uplifting and moving coming-of-age 
feature debut from filmmaker Aaron 
Petersen and Cinematographer Robert 
C Morton (Storm Surfers 3D).

Zach’s Ceremony is a universal story 
about father and son relationship, 
culture, tribal lore, the injustices and 

the importance of knowing connection. 
Teetering on the edge of manhood, 
Zach is torn between two worlds: 
the pulsing modernity of this Sydney 
home and the proud Aboriginality of 
his father. “In Sydney they call me a 
blackfella, in Doomadgee they call me 
a whitefella. I don’t know who I am,” 
says Zach (Zachiariah Doomadgee) in 
the film.

The cinematography of Zach’s 
Ceremony is powerful. From the lucid 
shots of Zach boxing with his father 
whilst arguing life’s hardships, to perfect 
images of the striking Queensland 
landscape, the visual journey astounds. 
Morton offers a keen-eyed insight into 
the real and ever-present clash between 
tradition and modernity experienced by 
so many indigenous people. 

“In Sydney they call 
me a blackfella, in 

Doomadgee they call 
me a whitefella. I don’t 

know who I am.” 

It’s a humane, compassionate portrayal 
of a boy rediscovering his culture - a 
moment in time where the sacred 
knowledge of the past is giving way to 
an all-too uncertain future.

It’s depiction of aboriginal life is harsh 
but respectful, and the characters are 
more relatable than one may think.

THE DEATH AND LIFE OF 
OTTO BLOOM -The opening film 

of this year’s Melbourne international 
Film Festival was a fictional documentary 
written and directed by Cris Jones, 
making his feature debut. Starring Xavier 
Samuel and Rachel Ward, the film was 
produced by, among others, Melanie 
Coombs, who produced the Oscar-

winning Harvey Krumpet (2003).

Masterfully shot by László Baranyai HSC 
ACS, we follow Bloom who is experiencing 
his life in reverse, passing through time 
backwards while remembering the future. 
The film was shot in January this year in 
and around Melbourne, and alongside 
Samuel one of the film’s outstanding stars 
is Baranyai’s cinematography.

Years ago, documentaries were 
synonymous with lower production quality 
and were typically filmed on lower-end 
cameras. There were, of course, those 
documentaries that went against the grain 
and strived for higher production values; 
Errol Morris’ The Fog Of War (2004) shot 
by Robert Chappell, The Imposter (2012) 
filmed by Lynda Hall and Erik Wilson, or 
the outstanding interview work of our 
own Louie Eroglu ACS (ABC’s The Killing 
Season) all come to mind.

Baranyai masterfully executes a delicate 
balance between his interview footage 
and the accompanying material. The 
Death And Life Of Otto Bloom looks just 
as good, if not better, than many narrative 
films. This is largely thanks to the fact that 
documentary shooters like Baranyai have 
access to the same cinematic tools as 
narrative filmmakers, but also because the 
documentary genre has been morphing. 
A mockumentary, with an expert DOP like 
Baranyai behind the lens, results in one of 
the standout films of the entire festival.

‘The Death And Life Of Otto Bloom’ - DOP László Baranyai HSC ACS

‘Zach’s Ceremony’ - DOP Robert C Morton
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ELLA - At 24-years-old, Lucas 
Pomona (Lest We Forget What) has 
already managed to win fourteen ACS 
Awards for Cinematography, including 
four Gold Awards. Pomona was born 
in Singapore to a Samoan Matai 
Chief and a NZ Army Major. Raised in 
Auckland and Brisbane, the AFTRS 
graduate was set to join the military until 

he stumbled across an old 16mm film 
camera. He soon opted for another kind 
of shooting. Thank goodness Pomona 
did, otherwise we would not have the 
feature documentary that is Ella in its 
current visual form.

Pomona’s first feature documentary 
Ella as DOP, shot with the Australian 
Ballet, was been selected to premier at 

the 2016 Melbourne International Film 
Festival last month. Ella Havelka made 
history in 2013 by becoming the first 
Indigenous dancer at the fifty year-old 
Australian Ballet.

In this beautiful and engaging film, 
Pomona’s camera follows Havelka’s 
inspring journey from growing up in 
modest circumstances as the only child 
of a single mother in rural Australia, to 
gaining entry to National Ballet School, 
then spending years with the acclaimed 
Bangarra Dance Theatre, before 
accepting the invitation of the Australian 
Ballet.

Ella allows Havelka’s dancing to 
become a collective ticket to a parallel 
world where the performers’ graceful 
movements speak on their own. 
Warm and likeable, Ella welcomes the 
filmmakers - and, thus, viewers - with 
open arms. Ella is a rewarding, uplifting 
and a cultural awakening.

James Cunningham is the Editor of  

Australian Cinematographer Magazine.

THE FAMILY - An incendiary, 
heartbreaking investigation into one of 
Australia’s most notorious cults, and the 
scars its victims still bear today.

Melbourne Director Rosie Jones (The 
Triangle Wars) teams up with multi-

award winning DOP Jaems Grant ACS 

(Head On) to bring to life the story of 

Anne Hamilton-Byrne. 

Convinced she was a living god, 

Hamilton-Byrne headed an apocalyptic 

sect dubbed ‘The Family’, which was 

prominent in Melbourne through the 
1960s and 1970s.

Hamilton-Byrne acquired numerous 
children through adoption scams 
and raised them as her own. Isolated 
from the outside world, the children 
were dressed in matching outfits, had 
identically dyed blonde hair and were 
injected with LSD. Taught that Hamilton-
Byrne was both their mother and the 
messiah, the children were eventually 
rescued during a police raid in the mid-
1980s.

Some of the most strikingly beautiful 
visuals in this MIFF Premiere Fund-
supported documentary are Grant’s 
landscapes which pepper the 
narrative. They are rich, gorgeous and 
sumptuous. The Family exposes not just 
what happened within the still-operating 
sect but also within the conservative 
Melbourne community that allowed The 
Family to flourish.

‘The Family’ - DOP Jaems Grant ACS

‘Ella’ - DOP Lucas Pomona
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